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A freshman experiment
First year seminar students Hs c
together as an experiment to
improve study habits.
NEWS PAGE 3

First year of EcoFest
begins with promise

Hoping Harry dies
Read about how one student
sick of Harry Potter magic and
ready for his death.

Withdrawal
Fail Policy
addresses
pros, cons
By Bailey Douglass
bdouglass@ups.edu
News Writer

OPINIONS PAGE 5

ASUPS Elections
Features highlights the upcoming
student body elections.
FEATURES PAGES 8 & 9

Blackalicious
A&E anticipates Blackalicous and
Common Market this Saturday.

HI OSE VIMMA

OEWEN

Students for a Sustainable Campus set out tables in the SUB to inform classmates about the environment.

Women's basketball on
a winning streak
Girls basketball earns
eleven consecutive wins this year.
SPORTS PAGE IS

Undefeated for over a
decade
Women's swimming won their

By Kara Becker
kbecker@ups.edu
News Writer
For the first time in campus
history, UPS is hosting the
week long EcoFest. EcoFest
2007 is the brainchild of the
brand-new Students for a
Sustainable Campus, a group
founded by sophomores Erick
Peirson, Kirsten Duncan,
Jenny Metcalf, Maggie Milligan, Emma Montgomery

and Sara DiTullio. The six
all lived in Harrington Hall
last year and found that they
shared the same passion for
helping the environment.
Co-presidents Peirson and
Duncan knew of the Sustainability Advisory Committee,
a committee of students, faculty and administration, but
felt that there was too big of
a disconnect between it and
students.
"We thought about how we
could build community on

campus that can advance the
dialogue about sustainability," Peirson said. "People on
campus are socially and environmentally receptive. We
felt that ideas weren't getting
translated into action."
Treasurer and co-secretary
Metcalf agreed.
"We were looking at something for students to be able
to voice what they wanted,"
Metcalf said.
SEE ECOFEST PAGE 2

The fall semester was the
first semester for which the
new Withdrawal Fail Policy
applied, and it succeeded in
shrinking the number of students who withdrew from
classes.
"Our policy prior to the
fall of 2006 was that a student could withdraw in the
first two weeks without a
record — that means nothing on the transcript about
the withdraw," said Jack
Roundy, head of Academic
Advising and a member of
the Academic Standards
Committee. "In the following two weeks, if a student
withdrew from the class they
got an automatic W on the
transcript. After the fourth
week of classes until the last
day of classes the student
could withdraw and the faculty member would make a
determination of whether to
award a grade of W or WF,
W being not calculated into
the grade point average."
A Faculty Senate decision
changed the policy for last
semester, extending the Automatic W period to a sixth
week.
"The Faculty Senate was
concerned that there was a
great deal of inconsistency
in the awarding of W and
WF grades after the fourth
week," Roundy said.
"When a student withdrew
SEE POLICY PAGE 1

Conspiracy of hope inspires students

eleventh consecutive conference.
THUMBS PAGE 7
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By Johanna Wallner
jwallner@ups.edu
News Writer
Members of the UPS community gathered in Marshall
Hall to kick off Conspiracy
of Hope week and hear of the
incredible journey of OAR
(Ocean Adventure Racing)
Northwest on Monday, Feb.
5.
OAR Northwest is comprised of four UPS alumni:
Greg Spooner '01, Jordan
Hanssen '04, Dylan LeValley '05 and Brad Vickers '05.
In August 2006 they won the
Oceans Four 2006 Race, becoming the first Americans
to row across the Atlantic
Ocean in a row boat and the
first in the world to row from
the mainland United States

to the mainland United Kingdom (3,290 statute miles).
In his introduction, President Ronald Thomas said
that OAR Northwest represents the very best of UPS.
"They wanted to make a
difference for others," said
President Thomas. "They set
a goal that seemed, unachievable, but they reached it."
OAR Northwest's row boat
is named the James Robert Hanssen, after Jordan's
father, who died of asthma
when Jordan was three years
old. The mission of OAR
Northwest was not only to
complete the challenge, but
to donate half of their fundraising proceeds to the
American Lung Association
of Washington.
SEE HOPE
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UPS alumni, OAR Northwest, speaks about the Ocean Four 2006
Race and becoming the first Americans to row across the Atlantic.
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Ecofest

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/MATT LOEWEN

the project. The Sustainability Advisory Committee, the
Green House, Puget Sound
Outdoors, the Office of Spirituality, Service and Social
Justice, Voices for Planned
Parenthood and the Environmental Studies Department are all partners in this
year's EcoFest. ASUPS has
also been especially helpful
in getting the project off the
ground.
Tabling this week included groups like UPSTART,
whose focus was on showing
people how vegetarianism
connects to the environment,
and Students for a Democratic Society, which is partnering with the Rainforest Action Network.
The group also noted that
lots of businesses on and off
campus have donated door
prizes for EcoFest. Places
like the Antique Sandwich
Company, the Washington
Store and the Children's Toy
Store have all shown their
support for SSC's vision.
"We're hoping that this
won't be just a thing on our
campus, but will also engage
the community," Peirson
said.
The week-long festivities
include a movie on green
energy; lectures on subjects
like vermiculture, an alternative option to traditional
ways of composting; a Green
and Pink Party on Valentine's Day, a collaboration
with VOX to raise awareness for women suffering
from obstetric fistula in less
developed countries; and
panel discussions with other
Northwest colleges on how
green energy can be incorporated into higher education.
Friday will also include a
presentation and discussion
by Cheryn Weiser on behalf
of Al Gore for "An Inconvenient Truth," followed by a
barbecue with half vegetarian
options. Weiser will be giving Gore's actual slideshow,
and was trained by him to
give this presentation.
Peirson is simply thrilled
that the event was able to
come to fruition.
"We are starting to set a
precedent, so even if only a
few people come this year
it will raise awareness so
they'll know to look out for
it next year," Peirson said.
"Though of course we hope
as many people as possible
will be able to make it this
year."

Students for Sustainable Campus promote EcoFest in the SUB.
After the group formed and also excited to get involved
decided on their vision, they with the project. She spoke
broke up into three different with Peirson and Joe La Sac,
focus groups: the Dining and fellow peer minister of theoConference group, which logical inquiry.
"We realized that the conworks directly with Dining
and Conference Services to nection between faith and
collaborate on ways to make the environment is strong,"
the SUB more sustainable; Moody said. "We want evethe Green Energy group, ryone to see how their acwhich works on finding ways tions affect the world."
Moody and La Sac were
to promote and change the
campus towards using green responsible for organizing
energy; and the EcoFest task the Faith and the Environforce, a group that is commit- ment talk on Feb. 15., which
ted to putting on this year's was put on by the Office of
Spirituality, Service and SoEcoFest 2007.
SSC originally thought of cial Justice, as well as EarthEcoFest after looking at the Ministry.
SSC noted that there have
EcoOlympics, which is held
at Duke University and UC been many events on campus in the past year that tie
Davis every year.
The EcoOlympics is based in directly with the environon different residence halls ment: E.O. Wilson's lecture,
on campus competing for a screening of "An Inconvenwho could be the most sus- ient Truth" and the forum on
tainable in terms of electric- Sex and the Environment.
EcoFest 2007 is intended
ity and water use, as well as
recycling and campus clean- to educate people and show
up. While SSC found the idea the links with the environinspiring, they ultimately de- ment as it relates to faith,
cided that this year's focus climate control and women's
for their EcoFest should be rights, among other issues.
The committee is excited
about education.
Junior diversity theme peer about the networking that
Kara Becker is a true logminister Sarah Moody was has happened on behalf of ger; she loves trees.

Security Report
Security staff responded to, or received reports of, the following incidents on campus
between Feb. 7, 2007 and Feb. 13, 2007:
Library staff reported extensive "SVE" graffiti in two Library bathrooms. This is part of
an on-going investigation.
A non-student, who had been previously warned to stay away from campus, was arrested
by Tacoma Police for trespassing.
A student reported his vehicle was broken into while it was parking in a University lot on
Union Avenue. His expensive stereo amplifier and speakers were stolen.
Security staff contacted several students on Union Ave. after hearing and seeing fireworks
in the area.
Security staff discovered new "SVE" graffiti on a bathroom stall divider in McIntyre
Hall.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham

Hope

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

OAR Northwest took 18
months preparing for the
race. They had to construct
their boat; they had to train
for the race; and they had to
raise funds. (The team continues to raise funds; the race
has cost over a quarter of a
million dollars.)
After a year and a half of
preparations, the team arrived
at the starting line in New
York and began their journey
on June 10, 2006. For the
next 71 days, they rotated,
two at a time, rowing for two
hours followed by two hours
of sleep.
They had packed 250
pounds of cheese and other
food. But, early on, they
learned that working out 12
hours a day was requiring
more calories than which
their food allotted, so they
had no choice but to ration
their food. (They lost 130
pounds between the four of
them.)
"It was the hardest thing we
ever did," Spooner said.
They endured the hardship

of Tropical Storm Alberta as
well. The storm forced all
four of them to cram into their
compact cabin for 18 hours
to wait out the storm, making
them completely reliant and
trusting to their equipment.
"There is no typical day on
the north Atlantic," Vickers
said.
The team faced further difficulties as their days spent
at sea turned to months and
the months spent at sea felt
like years. Sleep deprivation
delayed their reaction timing
and made them mentally off
balance.
Nonetheless, the team witnessed swimming dolphins
and whales and picturesque
sunsets and sunrises, making
the journey of a lifetime well
worth it.
Hanssen is in the processing of writing a book about
the journey. And, the boat,
the James Robert Hanssen,
awaits another team with
the will power to take up the
challenge.
Johanna Wollner doesn't
think that hope is a conspiracy.

Corrections from last week
The picture of Foss High School on the second page
should have been credited to Tacoma Public Schools.
We apologize for any confusion this might have caused.
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after the fourth week on the
old system, the registrar recorded a placeholder grade
of X," said Brad Tomhave,
registrar and a member of the
Academic Standards Committee. "This prompted the
faculty member to choose a
grade of W or WF to award
the student, with the W leading that choice. That had
the effect of telling faculty
members 'W is the default
grade, just choose that one,
you have to go one more to
choose WE' The new policy
set aside that practice for a
process that gave faculty specific instructions (bout how
the WF was to be awarded
verses the W grade."
Tomhave said the six week
cutoff point gives faculty
more graded exercises on
which to base their decisions.
There is no requirement that
faculty members administer a graded exercise by the
sixth week, but the Academic
Standards committee members determined that this was
generally the case.
The new policy also changes the procedure for dropping
a course near the end of the
semester.
"At week twelve, the same
basic conditions apply, but
now the issue is not so much
the student and faculty member as the student and the university," Tomhave said. "At
that point, for the W grade
the student must convince the
Academic Standards Committee that the terms of the
policy have been met, and

the only question asked of
the faculty member is 'What
is the student's progress in
the class?"
Roundy and Tomhave both
emphasized that the requirements for receiving a W rather than a WF have remained
the same.
"The terms for awarding
a W after the automatic W
period have not changed,"
Roundy said. "They are that
the student had to be passing
the course at the time, the
student had to have unusual
circumstances beyond his or
her control and the student
had to complete the appropriate withdrawal procedure
by the last day of classes."
Statistically, the new policy was successful in encouraging student achievement,
as the number of withdrawals (failing or otherwise)
was limited, meaning more
students received academic
credit.
Last semester saw 291
withdrawals, compared to
396 in the fall 2005 semester. In the fall 2006 semester
there were 64 WF's, compared to 42 in the fall 2005
semester.
"Overall there are more
students earning more credit
as a result of this," Tomhave
said. "That's a good thing.
There are also more students
who received failing grades
as a result, and that's unfortunate."
The most dramatic difference in withdrawals in
the last few weeks of the

1

semester, when it used to
be common for many W's
to be awarded. In week 15
of fall 2005, there were 75
withdrawals; the same week
in fall 2006, there were only
30. The proportion of grades
awarded also changed, with
the number of WF's increasing in relation to W's.
Roundy said the policy
does not mean that students
who are withdrawing from
the class for a reasonable
reason will be forced to take
a WF.
"A student can simply approach the faculty member
and explain in writing what
the unusual circumstances
are," Roundy said. "The faculty member submits a form
indicating that these unusual
circumstances exist and asking 'please award this student a grade of W."
This policy comes with issues, including the possibility that a student might not
take a challenging course
because of the fear of getting
a WE Most students, however, have faith that their
professors will be reasonable in their determinations
of withdrawal grades.
"I don't see a problem with
the policy," sophomore Liam
Rosen said. "I think that professors here are pretty nice
and if you have a good reason they'll probably give
you the W."
Bailey Douglass never
wants to get a W or WF in a
class, Anything below the letter
C is just depressing.

ASUPS ELECTION

SPEECHES
Cellar Speeches
Tuesday Feb.13tb
9PM

Faculty finds ways to
enhance study habits
By Darin Leedy
dleedy@ups.edu
News Writer
Freshmen in the same seminar class are living together
on residence floors as an experiment to improve study
habits.
The idea behind residential
seminars is to help freshmen
become more connected both
academically and socially to
the university and their fellow students.
"Faculty have been overwhelmingly positive about
the experience," Dean of
Students Mike Segawa said.
"Students come better prepared to engage in conversation because they know each
other."
Professor David Droge described residential seminar
students' willingness to challenge each other and cooperate on projects.
"Students develop a sense
of energy in them that is different from other seminars,"
Droge said.
He also thinks that the
seminars build on UPS'
unique strengths — a small
community, contact with an
advisor the first semester and
classes designed by a professor, which many students at
other colleges don't get until
senior year.
UPS has put in place similar programs before; students
in the Honors and Humanities programs are given the
option to live together, but
the new residential seminars
don't have a specific theme.
According to Droge, the
reason this particular form of
residential seminars is being
tested is because previous attempts have shown very high
levels of student retention.
The seminars are funded

by a $100,000 Mellon Foundation grant, which allows
professors to pay for enhancement programs and activities related to the classes,
like trips and lectures.
The last two years students
did not know that they were
enrolled in a residential seminar.
The classes — five last fall
and two the fall before that
— were meant to test the effectiveness of residential
seminars in helping freshmen assimilate and become
academically involved.
The seminars will be increased in number to ten next
fall and twenty in 2008, and
students will know which
seminars are residential.
"I feel as though living
with my seminar class enabled me to get to know each
person before the class even
started," freshman Nick Dietrich said.
He also thinks that the program has helped him academically. "I could easily
ask for help from anybody in
my class because we all lived
together. I really enjoyed
having a residential seminar because I did not feel as
nervous to speak in class because I knew the people extremely well. Overall, I think
this program should continue
in the future."
The university is currently
gathering formal assessment information from students about their experience,
though, according to Droge,
it is difficult to separate the
effects of the residential seminar from those of the many
other programs designed to
make students comfortable
and engaged in the university.
Darin Leedy lived with her
classmates but they were all
jealous of her intelligence.

Stay ConnectedLive on campus next year!
On-campus

Housing Lottery
Sunday, March 4th from
I-7pm in Wheelock!

Info Center Lounge
uestion and Answer
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Marshall Hall Debates
Tuesday Feb. 20th
6PM

Lottery Info Sessions
Murray Board Room
Tues, Feb 20 @ Noon
Wed, Feb 21 @ 5pm
On-campus students
will receive assigned
times via e-mail
Off-campus students wanting to
participate
Contact x3317 ASAP.
To "homestead" (keep your current
room), stop by Residence Life before
Feb. 23 if you want to live in Trimble,
or Feb 28 if living in any other hall.
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"HEY YOU," soundproof for leaving me all alone on
room, plus hookah, plus 5 guys Valentine's Day. Oh well, your
loss.
equals bliss.
"HEY YOU," put your cool
face on.

"HEY YOU," Tacoma. what's
up with the annoying small
dogs?

"HEY YOU," this is madness.
"HEY YOU," don't get a Harton ... that's unprofessional.

"HEY YOU," G-Phi girl, you
know you want it, come and get
it.

"HEY YOU," sports editors,
you guys are awesome.

"HEY YOU," SC, get ready
for a weekend of crunk.

"HEY YOU," Thudercats,
H0000000000000.
"HEY YOU," this is Sparta.
"HEY YOU," senate chair and
CVP coord., you got our vote.
"HEY YOU," go see Heart
Throb, a.k.a. best male beauty
pageant ever, this Sunday in the
Rotunda.
"HEY YOU," people studying
abroad, come back to America
already.
"HEY YOU," women's ski
team, way to keep rollin'.
"HEY YOU," momma, thanks
for the Valentine's Day love.

"HEY YOU," "skeet."

"HEY YOU," obnoxious
freshmen at the basketball
games, say something other than
the F-bomb.
"HEY YOU," you're my
senior year goal. Get ready for
this.

my 10:00 AM class, call me
sometime.

"HEY YOU," I am not a toy.

"HEY YOU," get informed
about the ASUPS elections.

"HEY
YOU," security
dispatcher you are small and
angry.

"HEY YOU," stop walking
around the halls without your
shirt on.
"HEY YOU," grow some of
your hair back.
"HEY YOU," the showers are
made for made for one person at
a time. Get out. Love third floor

"HEY YOU," with the
"HEY YOU," mind if I strum
gnomes, just because its called
on the couch?
the living room, doesn't mean
"HEY YOU," it's just a poll. you have to live there.
Stop being so crazy.
"HEY YOU," where's my
"HEY YOU," don't die this Valentine's Day card and
chocolate? Better late than
weekend.
never.
"HEY YOU," don't stay until
"HEY YOU," it's generally
6 in the morning unless you
acknowledged by the public
close the deal.
to be uncivilized to accost and
"HEY YOU," admit it, you propel people into showers.
wanted to hook up with her.
"HEY YOU," you can't beat
"HEY YOU," can I get a my Wii scores, so just stop
walk home at 6 in the morning trying. Besides real boxing is so
much more fun.
sometime?
"HEY YOU," got a spoon?

"HEY YOU," hot girls, stop
messing with my mind.

The Soundtrack of Our Lives

"HEY YOU," no more hot
sauce attacks.
"HEY YOU," signed that
contract, time to motorboat.
"HEY YOU," that's what she
said.
"HEY YOU," look forward to
sex (talks) in March.

HEY YOU, Liebe. Wir sind
gut im Bett, lieder nirgendwo
sonst.

"HEY YOU," don't
"HEY YOU," buy a buy a Tamanawas.
Tamanawas.
"HEY YOU,"
"HEY YOU," you're hot.
Johnny Depp, I missed
"HEY YOU," hot girl in you.
"HEY YOU," hot guys, thanks

email:

trailheyyou@ups.edu

"HEY YOU," Top Gear stop
bashing America.
"HEY YOU," Valentine's
cookies mmmmm, you were
made with love ... and sodium
benzoate.

"HEY YOU," shooting range,
"HEY YOU," girl I went to you are the best way to spend
high school with, what did I do Valentines day.
to offend you?
"HEY YOU," What are school
"HEY YOU," vote Jewish/ `schootings'? Are they bad?
Islamic for ASUPS President.
"HEY YOU," coworkers don't
"HEY YOU," go to CockTales, hook up, that is just going to be
awkward.
it is Cocktastic.
"HEY YOU," new people at
my job, damn you for causing a
new scheduling meeting.

"HEY YOU," EcoFest stop
sending me Facebook messages.

"HEY YOU,"
ASUPS
"HEY YOU," people who elections, make me care.
tear street signs out, grow some
testicles.

CLASSIFIED:

"HEY YOU," Valentine maker
on first floor Harrington. You're
sweet.
"HEY YOU," housemate stop
beating us at Wii bowling.

For sale:
Duplex 626 N. Steele,
$274,500, 3 bdrm.
3914 N,
14th, $259,500.
Contact Aleta Benedicto,
Williams Properties,
LLC, 253-219-2654 for
more information.

SuDoku Rules:

The objective of the game is to fill all the blank squares in a game with the
correct numbers. There are three very simple constraints to follow. In a 9 by 9
square:
/. Every row must include all digits 1 through 9 in any order.
2. Every column must include all digits I through 9 in any order.
3. Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9 by 9 square must include all digits I
through 9.

Good Luck!

CLASSIFIEDS
POLICY

To submit a "Hey You" ad,

"HEY YOU," Trail editor, you
don't pay me enough for this.

"HEY YOU," expensive
bourbon and punk music, you
HEY YOU, Dorian
first ease the pain.
sopranos, come back to choir.
"HEY YOU," family, chill, I
We miss you.
am not about to commit suicide.
HEY YOU, idle hands are the
devil's playground, so why don't
"HEY YOU," stop taking my
you come on over and play with bucket.
me instead?

"HEY YOU," housemates, we
rocked the BP table.

The Trail shall not be held liable for
the content or accuracy of its Hey
You ads. The opinions of the "Hey
You" ads do not represent the opinions of The Trail or The Trail Staff.
No paid members of The Trail editorial staff may submit "Hey You" ads.
No personal names are allowed in the
"Hey You" ads. The Trail reserves
the right to modify or discontinue
any and all parts of the ad, and without notice. The reader agrees not to
use the The Trail's "Hey You" ad
section to create damaging, unlawful, harmful or threatening content;
commit libel or false accusations;
be false, inaccurate or misleading;
or discriminate in any way shape or
form. Although The Trail strives to
accurately portray each reader's classified or "Hey You" ad, providing a
service for the UPS community, The
Trail always has the final say in the
final copy of the "Hey You" ad section.

"HEY YOU," freshmen in my
class, you are giving your type a
bad name.

"HEY YOU," Democratic
congress, get off your ass and
grow a spine.

FREE

Birth Control
for One Year!
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at Planned
Parenthood
Services include:
Annual exam and

counseling
Birth control pills, IUD,
Foam, the shot, vaginal
ring, diaphragm, condoms,
the patch
Emergency contraception

Call to see
if you qualify.
Everything
is confidential.
ir3

Planned Parenthood' 1-80o-230-PLAN
www.ppww.org
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Enjoy benefits of quitting Grey's
By Beth Murdock
emurdock@ups.edu

Opinions Writer
My parents raised
me to believe that
there are certain
things which happy,
well-brought-up, successful
people simply don't do. They
don t lie, cheat, watch too
much television, or ridicule
the disabled. They don't cut
up their spaghetti with a knife
and fork, and they never,
ever, give up. They commit
to a goal and see it through
to its ultimately successful
conclusion via hard work and
discipline. They are willing
to temporarily forgo a certain
measure of happiness because
they know it will all be worth
it in the end. Sacrifice builds
character, right?
Lately, I've been realizing
that while this may be true
most of the time, there are
some times when it's really,
really false. (A number of
unhappy relationships and a
certain Mesopotamian conflict spring immediately to
mind.) Sometimes we pick
dreams that just aren't going
to come true, or that turn out
to not be worth what we have
to give up to achieve them.
is may seem a strange
realization for me to have as
a college sophomore. After
all, college is supposed to be
a time of incredible freedom
and growth when anything
and everything is possible. I
shouldn't be throwing in the
proverbial towel; I should be
twisting that towel up and
snapping the unsuspecting
world in the ass with it.
However, part of the big self
discovery-fest that is higher
education is getting acquainted with the concept of failure.
For many students, college
is the first time in their lives
when they've ever really had
to work hard for anything.
Not only have they always

of working in a
succeeded at eve- well. I practiced as much as Jesimin Berman
hospital to an exrything, they've I could, but no matter what jberman@ups.edu
tent that the show
done so relatively I did, my voice just didn't
Opinions
Writer
is more laughable
easily. Faced quite measure up. I was
than
moving. I unturning
into
a
crippled,
nervwith the terrifying
If I asked what
derstand that this is
spectre of failure, ous wreck. My advisor told
part of the thrill of
ey attack their me to use my winter break you were doing at
make-believe TV.
studies with fever- time to really think about 9 p.m. on Thursday
night,
what
Obviously,
Grey's
ish intensity. Rest, what sort of career I wanted, would you say? Let's aswould
not
be
as
exciting
if
food and human contact take what I thought I was capable sume you didn't have a date
a back seat to the pursuit of of, and why I had chosen to that night, a birthday dinner, it lacked that heart breaking
academic success, which will be a voice major in the first family event, or something quality of watching Dr. Yang
translate into more academic place. I never really came to ordinary – would you answer repeatedly sabotage her relasuccess, which will translate any definite answers to those that you had to watch Grey's tionships or if the characters
into the right graduate school, questions, but I did conclude Anatomy? Grey's joins an were not so mesmerizing.
Still, is it asking too much for
the right internship and the that I'd been engaged in an extended list of medically the
show to focus just a bit
right job prospects when the utterly Sisyphean quest and based TV programs such as
more
on the conditions of the
"real world" decides to come needed to abandon that par- ER and Scrubs, but why does
patients?
I'm not saying that
ticular rock/hill situation. I this show generate such enorknocking.
Grey's
should
it's focus
With so much hard work changed my major to English mous ratings that shows like and documentswitch
patient activand sacrifice channelled into and am now much happier.
20/20 and Prime-Time can't
minute by minute, which
The decision to change your even touch it when they have ity
a particular goal, it can seem
probably
would amount to
really tragic when things major (or any decision that a medical feature discussing a nothing more
than watching
don't work out. It's enough involves abandoning part of medical miracle.
the
patient
wait.
I agree, that
your neatly
to make a
Grey's certainly appeals does not sound exhilarating.
laminated
person wish
But maybe a
I should be twisting that life plan) is
they'd just
"quickie" is
towel
up
and
snapping
terrifying,
said,
"To
not the best
hell with it," the unsuspecting world because it
follow-up
requires an
a long time in the ass with it.
event to diadmission
ago. Well,
agnosing a
that you
maybe they
patient with
should have. Maybe it's not have absolutely no idea what
a terminal
such a bad thing to change you want to do with your life.
illness? Not
directions. If you find that However, it allows you to
to deny that
the pursuit of your chosen eliminate at least one of the
workplace
destiny is making you miser- possible outcomes, bringing
relationable, there's a good chance you one step closer to figurships occur
you chose incorrectly. Hap- ing it all out.
regularly, but
It may seem perverse to
piness isn't something to be
PHOTO COURTESY: WISTERIALANE2.FREE.FR
there's an apextol the merits of defeat acpostponed.
propriate time and place for
Certainly, no great and ceptance to my bright, eager to a limited number of emo- such interactions to occur.
meaningful success can be young peers, but the truth is tions. You know there's the Instead, maybe those doctors
achieved without a few tears that college is a great time possibility of a "good cry" if could use that constructive
and a lot of elbow grease, but for failing and giving up as the show proves to be a tear energy to come up with some
there should always be some well as for finding your feet jerker that night, such as the treatment plan for the sick palight at the end of the tunnel and starting anew. It's a time episode where Meredith loses tient.
and a very clear and acces- to develop the skill of peri- the opportunity to confront her
After watching Grey's and
sible answer to the question, odically evaluating your own Alzheimer's afflicted mother similar medical shows, how
"Why?" Think of happiness happiness and adapting as during her lucid phase. If it's could you not want to be a
like Kevin Bacon—if at any necessary. You may or may not a heart-wrenching show, doctor? In fact, if you were
point you're more than six not graduate in exactly four no worries, it might be funny unsure of whether or not
degrees away from it, there's years, but you'll be much to watch the awkward social you'd want to be a doctor,
a distinct possibility that more likely to achieve suc- interactions of the different Grey's Anatomy should ancess/personal growth/fulfil- characters. But if it's an ex- swer that question. Yes, duh.
you're on the wrong path.
At the end of last semester, ment/nirvana when you final- traordinary Grey's, we might How hard can it be to walk
I was forced to reevaluate my ly reach the "real world."
find ourselves feeling a key into an operating room, look
Beth Murdock was going to
own academic goals. I was
connection to the patient or at the unconscious body lywrite much more but quit halfmajoring in voice performtheir family who either suf- ing on the table, and just cut
way through.
ance, but I wasn't doing very
fers from an illness or has to into that person as though
deal with the effects of that you were cutting into a piece
disease.
of meat or tomato? (The latter
Doesn't this sound like a example is for my vegetarrecipe for success? Powerful ian fnends.) Ok, maybe you
writing that centers mostly don't want to be a surgeon,
on the hospital staff and has a but who's to say that a gensolid cast of actors including eral practitioner isn't as fun?
Patrick Dempsey and Sandra Patients depending on you to
ago, at which point looms) I thought this would be Oh. That should be all it takes diagnose
them correctly, to
we can assume a the perfect time to get some- to create a fulfilling hour of run the right
test with minithing
off
my
chest,
something
beam of light shone
television.
mal
invasiveness.
I'm sure
down and a choir that has been building up inSo why don't I like this it's not as hard as TV makes
sang Hallelujah in side me for a couple years show? Part of me feels like I
look (yes, sarcasm).
the background. now, and only gets stronger should since so many of my it The
real result of Grey's,
And now that the the closer we get to the last friends act like Thursdays at 9 however,
is a soap opera
Potter
book.
book has a publicap.m. is the new Sabbath. But mentality. The viewer conI hope Harry Potter dies. I can't get over the drama. nects with the various charaction date, it has become the best selling book Not only that, I hope he is the Yes, the overtly fake drama. ters of the show because they
on both Amazon.com and first person to die. I hope he At some point, you have to are the stable features/icons.
Barnes&Noble.com, a full dies early, perhaps even in the realize that Grey's over-senfive months before the book's first sentence, and the rest of sationalizes the actual events
SEE ANATOMY PAGE 7
actual appearance. The very the book is about how everypromise of Harry Potter is one else, who are just as caEditorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the
more exciting than anything pable if not more than Potter,
fight and beat Voldemort. In
now in print.
opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to
With all of the hoopla that fact, in the deepest pits of my
respond to all articles or important issues by writing a letis sure to follow in the months heart, I hope that all of Harter to the Editor. Columns and letters in the Opinions secleading up to the final battle ry's friends suddenly turn on
tion are printed at the discretion of the Editorial Board. The
between Voldemort and Pot- him and rip him limb from
Trail reserves the right to refuse any letter that is submitted
ter, (I'm sure we can all imag- limb just to get him to stop
ine the armies of kids wear- talking.
for publication. Letters must be signed with a full name and
ing wizard hats and holding
Only this will fully satisfy
contact information and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Monbrooms that will march on me. I know the odds of this
days. Letters may be mailed to trailops@ups.edu or delivered
Wal-Marts and Targets across
through the mail to CMB 1095.
the world as the release date
SEE MUGGLE PAGE 7

Praying Harry Potter dies
Save the rest of us from incessant idiocy

By Russell Howe
rhowe@ups.edu
Opinions Editor
Finally, the agony for millions
around the world
will soon be over.
The waiting that has plagued
countless souls, kept kids
awake at night and tortured
hundreds to death (keeping
kids up at night might be hyperbole, but the rest is absolutely true) will soon end on
July 21 of this year. The last
Harry Potter book will finally
be published.
J.K. Rowling, the English
author of the now famous series of books about a plucky
boy-wizard and his wondrous,
and sometimes not-so-wondrous, adventures, finished
writing her latest manuscript
in a hotel room one month
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Questioning
sustainability
By T.J. Rakitan
trakitan@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
I'm not sure how to
pronounce its name,
but the Talloires Declaration makes me wonder. For starters, what exactly since signing
is it? Apparently, it amounts on to the Talto a pledge by its constitu- loires Declaents — any college, university ration. Even
or other institution of higher worse, if it
learning—to encourage sus- turns out to be
tainability wherever and the case that
whenever it should rear its no data are be(lovely) head. Don't get me ing collected,
wrong: I'm just as sustain- is that we have
ability-friendly as the next no measure
guy —I do my part to throw against which
out as little garbage as possi- to qualify or
ble, recycle as much as pos- quantify our
sible and make sure I can tell sustainable acthe difference—but I'm curi- tions. I have
ous as to how many of us can yet to see information on excite data that says the thing is actly how sustainable we are
effective and being enforced? in terms of money or trees
Sustainability-conscious in- saved.
Granted, some of the solutelligentsia at universities like
the ones that signed on to the tions that have been impleTalloires Declaration com- mented are little more than
prise a small, first-world elite common sense: for example,
that has the luxury of being the placement of napkin basable to pay attention to trends kets in the SUB greatly inof greater scale than market creases the convenience of
prices on our scarce resources napkin-grabbing by allowing
in the here and now. I would us to take what we need as we
suspect that the words cur- need it in the same way that
rently running through your just-in-time pricing allows inmind are very likely along the ventories to swing with sales
lines of "Rakitan, you heart- expectations in the business
less SOB—," but consider: world. I'm also a huge fan
how many readers can, off the of Diversions' discount for
top of their heads, rattle off ordering a drink in a reusable
the meaning of and the details mug—we, as broke students,
behind the Declaration? That will take what we can get.
said, how many readers sup- (Tangentially, I do see a problem in that
rt sustainadisthe
bility? There
count
isn't
I
can't
imagine
that
the
are times
when the term napkin baskets at the SUB really big
seems to have cost anywhere close to enough to
become little what the fancy, newfan- truly incentives
more than a
using one
gled
monitor
above
the
catchphrase.
of
the cafe
Again, by cafeteria entrance did.
mugs
or
no means am
getting a
I insinuating
that sustainability is undesir- mug for oneself—but that's
able or unnecessary. I mean, an issue for another column.)
These kinds of commonI'll agree with convincing
sense
solutions also appear to
data that tells me about global
be
of
the
low-cost variety: I
climate change and I'll liscan't
imagine
that the napkin
ten to well-thought-out arguments that human interaction baskets at the SUB cost anywith the terra madre might where close to what the fancy,
be detrimental to the overall newfartled monitor above
health of the planet (notions the cafeteria entrance did.
that "trees are people, too" Speaking of that monitor, I'd
notwithstanding). However, be curious to see how long it
simple statements of what is will take to pay for itself, or
wrong or right are cheap—es- how much it's projected to
pecially when unsupported by save us in the long-run.
Like I said, I'm not bashing
evidence.
sustainability,
but I do quesLooking over on-line campus resources about sustain- tion exactly how many among
ability, one finds that no data us have thought through what
are posted, which might im- the term means and have deply that no records are being cided categorically that it's
kept about how much more worth it to help out. I go
sustainable we have become sEE SUSTAINABILITY PAGE 7

Fraternity T-Shirt: $15
Meal for a new recruit:
Three e s: $235
Frien s for the semester: $300- $600

There's nothing money can't buy. Mastercard

Lincoln's
B-Day

* Friends does not Cal friends, but merely
friends in the most commercial sense
PHIL MOORE

Letter to the Editor
• Rush and Crossover is Greek B.S. to me
Dear Editor,
Everyone on campus
knows about the Greeks.
They gave us democracy,
the Olympics, geometry
and, of course, gyros. However, no one ever mentions
the other side of Greek society. In the Greek judicial
system, the idea of "innocent until proven guilty"
did not exist because any
accused criminal could be
otortured for information.
Like the ancient Greeks,
the campus' Greek system
also has its less admirable
aspects. It all begins in
January, with Rush, where
girls and guys sign up in an
attempt to gain the favor of
a particular house. For the
girls, Rush is a structured
event that is controlled by
policies decided by The National Panhellenic Conference. During Rush, to aid
the girls who are rushing,
there is a small group of current sorority members, Rho
Gammas, who disassociate
themselves from their current house to try to create a
nonbiased environment. It
is the job of the Rho Gammas to help and console the
"rushies" when they are in
need. Unfortunately, this
year, that did not seem to
happen. According to one
freshman, who would like
to remain anonymous, "After being dropped from the
program I was made to feel
worthless and unimportant
by the Rho Gammas who

President's
Day

were supposed to be there
for me.' Who, then, is responsible to deal with the
drama that unfolds during
sorority Rush? The burden
is placed on RAs who witness their residents fight,
cry and turn on each as a
result of who did or didn't
get a bid. Campus communities that were once close
with each other have now
turned into "cultish chaos,"
according to freshman Kerry Burgott.
Sadly, this is not the only
repercussion that is felt by
the RAs. We cannot forget
about boys' Rush, which
begins the next week, and
the testosterone that explodes during Crossover.
During this event, frat boys
begin by welcoming their
new initiates at the pool
house and then guide them
through a day filled with
fun events. Unfortunately,
it is apparent to everyone
on campus that the drinking begins as early as 9 a.m.
Even though Crossover has
grown smaller over the past
two decades, it still contradicts the statement made by
Moe Stephens, the Assistant Director of Greek Life,
in the February 9th edition
of The Trail, "[that] there's
[not] as much emphasis on
alcohol and partying ....
I really think there's been
a return to their values."
What values, I ask? According to some of our fraternities' national websites, they
seek men of good character

Philip
Glass

who posses good morals
and personal responsibility.
Perhaps this includes a high
tolerance for alcohol, the
ability to hotwire golf carts,
and finding fun in such activities as dragging sleeping girls out of their beds
as well as other events that
were observed during this
year's Crossover. Freshman Christine Kuechmann
stated that her Crossover
night included "watching,
from my living room window, a UPS student undergo a field sobriety test given
by the Tacoma Police."
So why do I complain?
It's because I am an RA
whose job it is to look after
and care for my residents.
Why should my fellow
RAs and I have to deal with
the drunken and belligerent
actions that are the result
of Crossover and the entire
Rushing process? Not only
am I a concerned RA, I am
a member of this campus
community who has grown
tired of being affected by
this persistent problem. I
believe that our Greek system needs to truly return to
their values of good character and morality and that
our administration should
no longer turn the other
cheek and should instead
begin holding the Greeks
accountable for their actions during Rush , and
Crossover.
Sincerely,
Peter Ott

WASL
Math Scores
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actually happening are very
small, so I am girding myself
for disappointment, no matter
if the story is the most brilliant example of the English
language ever written.
The reason for my
strong aversion to a living Harry Potter is fairly
simple: I just don't like
the guy. Harry Potter is
the most over-rated hero
to ever become a cultural
icon, although every single Power Ranger gives
him a good run for the
money (except for the
white one, because he
kicked ass). Harry is just
not hero material. He is
whiny, somewhat selfish, and leaves everyone who
reads his adventures completely clueless as to how he
possibly comes out on top.
The issue of Harry's incompetence largely depends
on what makes a hero. Sure,
Harry can do magic and has a
scar, which counts for something I guess. But a true hero
is more than a scar, a true hero
inspirespeople. This is why
Conan (both the talk show
host and barbarian warrior) is
a hero. James Bond is a hero.
He-Man and She-Ra are he-

over the only thing he is good
at, combined with the personality of a paranoid schizophrenic eight year old. Harry
Potter's rise to prominence is
based on the firm belief
that bumbling idiots do
well in the world.
Despite my extreme
dislike of Harry Potter,
I like the Harry Potter books — at least, as
much as I can like fantasy books about magical little kids written
for ordinary little kids.
They're entertaining,
well written, and have
taken one more step to
bringing nerdiness to the
PHOTO COURTESY: SFONDIDELDESKTOP.COM
mainstream, which is
Harry's case, he doesn't even something I always endorse.
have the good taste to be fun- It's just too bad that the main
character is not a flawed hero,
ny about it.
I realize that Harry is some- but just a flaw.
what of an angst ridden teenThe upcoming episode will
ager, and it is a little unfair to finally end a series that began
expect him to be something six books, ten years, and (ache's not. But that is exactly cording to Scholastic) almost
my point; he is just a teenager, a million words ago. Let's
and a fairly babyish one at that. just hope that in the end, truth
Sure, he has some completely overcomes evil, justice reigns
undeserved natural talent at supreme and Harry Potter is
magic, but even that isn't re- obliterated.
Russell Howe wrote this
ally overwhelming. How am
while wearing his wizard cap
I supposed to root for a guy
and fondly rubbing his lucky
who has little to no control
broomstick.

roes. George from Seinfeld
is not a hero, and neither is
Harry Potter, mostly for the
same reasons: they are whiny
and bad with woman. And, in

The Pulse ../1/v
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"She's faking it, just
like she
faked it in all
her movies."

"She
didn't
recycle."

Katelyn Stearns
Freshman

Bruce Hart
Sophomore

Dear Editor,
You should really never
allow non-Greeks to write
Greek articles. It's just offensive.

Sincerely,
greek@ups.edu
Dear Editor,
I am glad that The Trail
printed an opinion column
on a topic rarely discussed

_____

on campus. HIV/AIDS has
certainly not gone away and
the more awareness there is,
the better we all are. However, I must disagree with
Mr. Albro's assertion that he
has a "right" to give blood.
Hopefully in the space that I
have here, I can sway a few
minds.
While I enjoyed the sarcasm, I feel I must reiterate:
AIDS is not the gay cancer.
Heterosexuals have no get
out of jail free card. The
Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) reports that about
32% of new HIV/AIDS
cases are from risky heterosexual sex. This is certainly
a large number. However, it
is less than the 49% of new
HIV/AIDS cases that are
men who have slept with
other men. Like it or not,
HIV is spreading the fastest among "men who have

Blackalicous

back to the fact that has often
stuck in my craw when listening to sustainability advocates presenting their cases:
while sustainability is both
beneficial and necessary, it
currently hinges on an altruistic constituent base that has
the luxury of the time and the
resources to devote to thinking about it and practicing
it. Even then, I point to the
above examples of the common-sense solutions: marginally speaking, they don't
appear to cost us much in the
way of time, and some —like
the napkins in the SUB—are
even rooted in greater convenience.

ANATOMY
Still, if the show is going to
indirectly educate the public about various illnesses,
highlight the horror of cancer,
explore the different personality types that people have,
and even deal with the problems that hinder the chance
for love in one relationship
or another, then I suppose it's
better than prior dramas like
90210. Grey's is a soap-opera, like it or not, that debuts

"Drug
overdose."
Locke McKenzie
Senior

•

Letters
to the
Editor

SUSTAINABILITY

CONT. FROM PAGE 6

One more example: it might
often seem easier to just throw
away what one might otherwise be able to recycle, and
I get the feeling that this is
what most of us might be inclined to do, given a shortage
of options. On our campus,
however, we have recycling
bins placed at convenient and
strategic intervals to prevent
just such a shortage. As a result, we get the benefits of recycling without having to go
far out of our way to do so.
Let's just make sure that we
fully understand the implications of declaring our support
for sustianability.
T.J.Rakitan really does support sustainability.
CONT. FROM PAGE 5
in the evenings instead of
on daytime TV. Granted, it
lacks the suspense building
theme music that "Days of
Our Lives" or "One Life to
Live" popularized, but that's
probably for the best. Really,
should this program constitute a real reason to suspend
all activity between the hours
of 9 — 10 p.m. just to see who
will get engaged next?
Jesimin Berman has a thing
for doctors.

What do you think killed
Anna Nicole Smith?

PHOTO POLL

t
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sex with other men" (CDC).
When it comes to blood donation, we must be careful
with such a high-risk group.
True, the blood banks test
the blood. But they do not
test for HIV. They test for
the HIV antibody. It seems
like a small difference but
it is key. The easiest. most
cost effective way to detect
HIV is by finding the protein
that your body makes in a
hopeless attempt to fight off
the virus. This is a major
problem since some people
don't develop the antibody
for up to a year after infection. A lot can happen in a
year. A lot of blood can be
donated containing HIV in
one year's time. If too few
antibodies are present in the
blood, it and the HIV it carries will pass right through
the screen and into people
awaiting transfusions.

Fergalicous

Compound these problems with the fact that a lot
of people who have HIV
don't know they are infected. This is why we must
screen out the people with a
high risk of HIV infection.
Thousands of blood donors
who are trying to do good
would not know they are doing incredible harm.
I believe Mr. Albro got
so involved with defending his own "right" to give
blood that he forgot about
the rights of others. When
anyone is lying on the gurney in the ER, they have the
right to good medical care
until their next of kin signs
the "Do Not Resuscitate"
order. Should an injured
person have to worry if any
blood they are about to receive came from someone
who belongs to a high-risk
group for HIV — a disease

Women's
Ii Swimming

"Muffin
consumption."
Trevor Hanlin
Junior

that kills 100% of the people
it infects? Aren't we all entitled to safer medical treatment when our lives are on
the line?
Moreover, doctors are
bound by the Hippocratic
Oath to "do no harm." Physicians cannot risk giving
blood with an undetectable
presence of HIV to already
sick people. So the highest
risk groups — intravenous
drug users, sexually active
gay men, and prostitutes and
their clients — are automatically rejected from blood
banks. Yes, it is discrimination. But we cannot play
dice with people's lives.
The bottom line: better
safe than sorry. We take
precautions in life. We have
to.

Sincerely,
Andrew J. Collins

Baghdad
Insurgency
(its a bitch)
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Hart Edmonson and Matt Bonniwell

The Trail

+PRESIDENTI

"We don't want you to have to come
to ASUPS," said Edmonson. "We want
to come to you."
If elected, they want to encourage ASUPS officers to make themselves available for one-on-one conversations with
fellow students in the SUB and around
campus. Bonniwell and Edmonson believe this will also increase attendance
at ASUPS-sponsored events.
"I want to see students engaged," Bonniwell said. "They're some really good
opportunities that the university offers."
Both men are also concerned that
several campus traditions — such as the
Hatchet and Midnight Breakfast — have
lapsed and lost some of their fun over
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/ JEN SCHMIDT
the
years.
ASUPS CANDIDATES HART EDMONSON AND MATT BONNIWELL
"There is a tradition committee, and
their idea of tradition was creating
the banners [for each class] in the
art Edmonson and Matt Bonniwell are run- SUB," Edmonson said, noting this as another
ning for ASUPS president and vice-president to example of the university misunderstanding
make ASUPS stronger in the areas of communica- students' desires.
Bonniwell noted the strong traditions at larger
tion and tradition, as well as to bolster student outschools, and said he hoped UPS could support
reach and alumni relations.
its own legacy.
The two had been considerThey also advocate stronger networking being running since last fall, when
tween UPS students and
Bonniwell, an off-campus senalumni.
ator, e-mailed Edmonson, then
"Our school does not do a
studying abroad in Vienna.
good job of communicating
"We had in common that we
with alumni," said Edmonwanted to work on some ASson.
UPS traditions," Edmonson
EuMONSON
He plans, whether elected
said. He has no prior ASUPS exCLASt JINN
or not, to help set up a netperience, but views that fact as "a
ut
00. 1 hillt
work that "allows students to
strength, not a weakness."
have better connections with
"From this side of the aisle [not
alumni."
working in ASUPS, I got the idea DIM POSITION: NM
Despite the work already,
that a lot of students felt a discondone by the Career and Emnect with ASUPS," he said.
ployment Services office,
"I think people view ASUPS
Cum mu
he believes more collaboraas this kind of boring thing," said
tion between departments,
Bonniwell.
alumni and students would
One of their top campaign goals
rnis
create better access to job opis to increase outreach to students cum= smailu
portunities, letters of recomin order to make ASUPS more
mendation and other services
effective. They say the first step
will be to solve communication problems within alumni can pro vide. He noted that the politics
the organization, which would, in turn, make com- and governmen t department currently has a
model system i n place, and he feels that "ASmunication with students easier.

UPS will make it so much stronger."
Both candidates emphasized their commitment to
UPS and desire to give back to the student community. They feel their academic work — both are Honors students — has prepared them for hard work.
"We'll use that same diligence in this office," said
Edmonson. "We know how to handle ourselves in
hard situations."
This is the attitude they plan on using to make the
year enjoyable for the student body.
"We want to bring a lot of spunk and fun to it,"
said Bonniwell. "We want to transfer our energy to
the students."
"If you consistently do what the students want
and what they think, it will be fun," said Edmonson. •

HART
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By: Maddy Ryen • mryen@ups.edu • Features Writer

+Senator at Large C • ndidates.

My name is Brian Ames and I am a junior from
the great city of Portland, Oregon. I am currently
running for ASUPS Senator at Large position. I am
running for this position because I wish to continue the positive experience I have had with ASUPS
thus far. I am currently the Junior Class Senator,
and it has been quite a ride. My current leadership
position with ASUPS has afforded me the ability
to learn much more about the inner workings of
this University and how individual students have
the power to better our campus community. I have
extensive leadership experience and feel that I
could represent students from the athletic field, to
the classroom, to the Greek community. Vote for
Brian Ames for Senator at Large.

Hey I-fey students of Puget Sound! We are running for Senators at Large (there are two positions if you didn't know). Sarah, a driven and
hard working Capricorn, is ready to get things
done in a timely manner. Claire, a happy and
creative Virgo, will transform your ideas into
actions (all this info taken from yahooastrology.
com, gotta cite our sources).
Basically, we're like white on rice, a cherry
atop a sundae, the creamy filling and the oreo
cookie, the rainbow after the rain ... you get what
we're saying.
On a more serious note, we love our school
and by joining ASUPS we can become more involved in the Puget Sound community. We be-

lieve that our experience in previous leadership
roles will help us serve the UPS campus cornmunity as ASUPS Senators.
We also believe that the best way to serve the
community is through a leadership position that
will directly affect the student body. Our goal as
Senators is to help bring the position to a point
where students can openly come to us for suggestions, ideas, or help. We feel that this open
door policy is the most effective way of serving
the coummunities individual needs and wants.
We look forward to serving the UPS community this upcoming year. We would love your
support and hope to see you around campus.

o

FEATURES
The Trail

CANDIDATES +
rett Veerhusen and Mark Rosasco have been
dreaming of becoming ASUPS executives for a long
time. Veerhusen is an ASUPS presidential candidate and Rosasco is running for vice-president.
Best friends since their first week at UPS, they decided to run on the same ticket as freshman.
"We decided in the back parking lot of AndersonLangdon after studying for Calculus," said Veerhusen.
After realizing the opportunities that UPS was offering them and the benefits they could receive, they
decided that this would be the best way for them to
give back to the university.
Since making this decision, both have been serving in various leadership positions within ASUPS
and the Greek community. Veerhusen was a Senator-at-Large his freshman year and served on the
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Brett Veerhusen and Mark Rosasco

Elections Committee while Rosasco is
in his second term as Greek senator and
is currently Senate Chair. He also served,
on the Elections Committee last year.
They feel their past experience with
ASUPS has given them the necessary
knowledge of the inner workings and the
general structure of the organization and
how it connects the university's policies with the students, faculty and staff.
They also remain in contact with past
and present ASUPS executives, deans
and faculty, believing that this already
established network will benefit their
term if elected.
Their ambitions as ASUPS executives
are rooted within the traditions that alASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/ JEN SCHMIDT
ready exist on campus. However, they EXECUTIVE CANDIDATES BRETT VEERHUSEN AND
would like to implement new traditions
MARK ROSASCO
to foster campus unity.
"We would like to create some
tie to the university that will report UPS," Rosasco commented.
ally represent [the students'] experience
In addition, they would also like to promote
here," Rosasco stated.
events and transportation for students to get out into
They also want to help students under- the neighboring community.
stand the influence AS"We could do something as simple as having a
UPS Mariners night," Rosasco said.
UPS has on their undergraduate experience
Finally, they want to cultivate
and how to take advanthe volunteer spirit that exists on
campus. Veerhusen said, "We
tage of that, through
clubs, student events
want to make these volunteer
opportunities more readily availand ASUPS itself. They
believe that "transparency
able." Their idea is to create a
is crucial" and that ASwebsite where students can go
CLAW JUNIOR
and
find out what they can do.
UPS issues and decisions
MAJOR: OLP
should be clearly comBoth
being students in the
HOMETOWN: HOMER, NIANNA
municated to the students,
Business and Leadership ProCURRENT POSITION: NONE
gram, they see the operation of
allowing itself to better
function to provide for the
ASUPS as a business. They feel
their education in managing an
campus population.
Another issue they
organization and dealing with
CLAM JUNIOR
hope to address is how
financial situations will contribMAJOR: My
they plan on bursting the
ute to improving the efficiency
HOMETOWN: Llano°, CO
so-called "UPS bubble".
coon POsMoN: SENATOR CHAIR of ASUPS. They have a passion
They would like the outand a dedication to the improvement of the campus community.
side community to be
more involved with campus events and, in Looking towards these positions for such a while,
turn, UPS students to be more willing to eat both have absorbed the recommendations and criat surrounding restaurants and participate in tiques about the progression of this school from the
local organizations.
campus community since their freshman year.
"I don't think that most of the students
"The bottom line is that we want to do everything
know of restaurants in the area or places possible. We really do." Veerhusen said. •
over in Proctor that give discounts and sup-

IIREn. VEERHUSEN

MARK ROSASCO

By: Fayez Rumi • frurni@ups.edu • Features Content Editor

+Class Senators +

In addition to my experience in other UPS
groups, and as a member of the ASUPS Senate for
the past year, I feel that I have learned quite a bit
about how this body functions. I have also learned
how to balance the various student and administrative issues brought within the Senate's jurisdiction, whether these are in the form of ASUPS's financial or moral support. Therefore, while I seek
to continually improve the way in which ASUPS
conducts its business, I also believe that I have the
experience and vision necessary to put ASUPS to
work for the rising senior class. For these reasons,
I humbly request your support and vote. Thank
you.

Hi, my name is Ethan Taylor and I'm running
for junior class senator. As an Honors Student, the
Vice President and former Philanthropy Chair of
Beta Theta Pi, as well as a former member of the
UPS Men's Crew Team, I feel that I have tried and
will continue to try to take advantage of everything
our campus community has to offer.
To me, being an active part of this community is
a crucial part of the college experience, which is
why I'd like to make such an active college experience more accessible to everyone by advocating
a larger budget for our clubs here on campus, and
finding ways to encourage the formation of new
ones.

Currently, I serve as the Freshman Senator and
hope to continue to serve on ASUPS again.
I have an immense background in Student Government. I have served on National Honors Society for two years, the second of which I served as
Co-President. My most rewarding experience was
serving on student senate on high school, where I
was a member of the Junior Senate and served as
Co- Senior class president.
I feel that I have an understanding of the student community and can contribute to the overall
productivity of the Student Senate here at Puget
Sound. I am exhilarated for the chance to be involved and have a positive impact on the University of Puget Sound.
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Blackalicious set to stun UPS crowd
By Caitlin Boersma
cboersma@ ups .edu
A&E Writer

Two great live performances are coming to the Field
House tomorrow night. If
you love seeing live music,
but hate venues excluding
the under twenty-one crowd,
paying for gas to Seattle or
being overcharged for internet tickets, come see Blackalicious and Common Market
this Saturday.
Sure, I go to plenty of
shows in Seattle, but I am
bitter about it. This weekend
my show-going experience
will be made easy. The venue of a great show is not only
in Tacoma, it is right here on
campus. Blackalicious will
be at the Field House, at 8
p.m. Saturday.
Blackalicious is a hip-hop
group with Gift of Gab and
Chief Xcel. They started
making alternative hip hop
in Sacramento in the early
nineties and released their
first single, "Swan Lake"
and full-length album, "Nia,"
on a small, independent label. Their fan base grew and
MCA Records released their
subsequent album, "Blazing
Arrow," in 2002.
After "Blazing Arrow"
Gift of Gab and Chief Xcel
worked on separate projects,
and in 2005 they released
their newest album "The
Craft." Blackalicious also
now has their first DVD for
sale from a performance in
2006 called `‘Blackalicious
4/20 Live in Seattle."
Common Market will also
be performing at the show
on Saturday. Common Market is likewise a hip-hop duo
created by RA Scion with DJ
-

By Travis McNamara
tmcnamara@ ups .edu
A&E Writer
Micaela O'Connor is
the ASUPS Popular Entertainment Director. I asked
her a few questions about
bringing bands to UPS.

PHOTO COURTESY: ILOSAARIROCK.FI

Sacremento natives Gift of Gab and Chief Xcel will intimidate UPS students with their large sunglasses.

and producer, Sabzi. They
both had solo projects before
coming together as Common
Market. Sabzi is also half of
the hip-hop duo Blue Scholars. RA Scion and Sabzi
started their collaboration in
Seattle in 2005 and released
their self-titled album the
same year.
Common Market expresses
strong political views through
their music and created an indie hip-hop label, Mass Line,
with the Blue Scholars and
Gabriel Teodros of Abyssinian Creole. Mass Line's mission is to stay small and release hip-hop with a message
that branches off from the
mainstream industry. Their
tagline is "From the Masses
to the Masses."

Sounding Off: The Campfire
Folklore Restoration Society

The alternative hip-hop of
Blackalicious could be compared with the fun, eclectic
beats of Jurassic 5. Common
Market's progressive political and spiritual approach to
hip-hop is one that is sure to
please the members of the
UPS campus.
If you think you do not care
for hip-hop, you have not
heard these groups. There is
more to hip-hop than 50 Cent
and Lil John. Go to MySpace
to hear these groups or listen
to KUPS hip-hop between
10 p.m. – 2 a.m. Thursday
through Saturday to hear
some quality underground
hip-hop. You will probably
like it.
So, go to the Blackalicious
and Common Market show

tomorrow. The location of
the venue, the Field House,
is more than convenient. The
ticket price, only 10 dollars
for the campus community,
is a great deal, and the Info
Center will not charge you
with a service fee.
Guster was the last music
group of considerable fame
that UPS brought to the Field
House. That concert was in
March of 2006. It would be
great if the campus had famous acts come visit more often. Come support live music
at UPS, see a great show, and
go home with a smile on your
face because you did not give
all of your money to Ticketmaster's service fees.
Caitlin Boersma's ringtone is
"In Da Club."

Identity art astounds

really come out of folk or
bluegrass. It definitely comes
out of rock and roll, but we
just play it with sort of a
folkfolk
TR: Folk motif.
Could we have the next
The Who growing on UPS
KG: Yeah.
soil? If the Campfire Folklore
Restoration Society has anyTrail: I hear that what
thing to say about it, we do. you're doing, you're calling
Comprised of Seniors Keith a "folk opera'?"
Chris Dewar: Folk rock opGordon, Chris Dewar and TJ
Rakitan, this campus band era.
KG: It's sort of like "Tomhas composed an epic folk
rock opera that will debut my," set in 1898.
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/NICOLE MARSHALL
this Saturday, Feb. 17, at the
TR: Imagine, if you will,
Infinite Monkeys Festival.
"Quadrophenia" meets "The A multi-paper illustration captures the diverse theme of the show.
Tickets cost three dollars, Odyssey" meets the Spanrections. The end result? A
and the show starts at 7:30 ish-American war meets Bob By Jessi Wyse
diverse, accessible display of
p.m. in Rausch Auditorium, Dylan.
jwyse @ ups .edu
art that is definitely a little bit
KG: The whole point of
located in the basement of
out of the ordinary.
McIntyre Hall. There is an- our show is that it's one con- A&E Writer
Most students are used to
other performance the fol- tinuous storyline, that doesn't
The 2007 Diversity Theme having to go out of their way
lowing Sunday at 5:30 p.m. closely resemble "The Odalso in Rausch. I caught up yssey," but it is about the Year committee was not in order to be able to enjoy
with the band to ask them journey of a man back to his afraid to take some creative an on-campus art show. This
a few questions about their home, the trials and tribula- liberties with their winter art will not be necessary for the
Intersections Identity exhibishow, entitled "The Campfire tions along the way and a show.
The exhibition's unique- tion. The display is located
certain event takes place at
Folklore."
home that's sort of the climax ness has been, in part, ena- in the Center for Writing,
bled by the openness of the Learning and Teaching in
Trail: So, you guys are a of the story.
idea it addresses. Intersec- Howarth 109, which is right
folk band?
Trail: Would you say it tions of Identity is the topic on the way to many students'
Keith Gordon: You might
follows the traditional jour- of both the current Diversity classes. The Diversity Theme
say that.
Theme Year and the show Year coordinator and senior
TJ Rakitan: Sort of rock- ney pattern?
CI): Pretty much the first itself, and is a reoccurring Clay Harmon felt this touch
influenced folk, if you could
act is hisjourney home and theme in many varieties of would help the exhibition to
see that.
KG: We take our biggest the second act is concerned art. Thanks to the issue's get more exposure.
"I wanted to take the art
influences from Led Zeppe- with what happens now that broadness, the exhibition's
coordinators could have tak- and bring it to the students,"
lin and The Who, that sort of he is home.
SEE ART SHOW PAGE 12
sEE FOLKLORE PAGE 12 en it in countless different distuff. So our influences don't
By Nick Martens
nmartens@ ups .edu
A&E Assistant Editor

ASUPS Popular
Entertainment
Director speaks

Trail: Why did you
choose to bring Blackalicious over other acts?
MO: When I first applied for this position, I
knew I wanted to bring a
hip-hop act to campus.
Although we have had
great shows in the past, I
thought UPS was ready
for a change, musically.
I was looking to bring
something to campus
that had never been done
before. I chose to bring
Blackalicious for their
universal appeal and generalized awesomeness.
When bringing a concert to UPS, it's important
to find an act that is going
to appeal to all subcultures within the school.
We want the frat guys as
well as the independents.
We want the hippies as
well as the hipsters. We
want the freshmen as well
as the fresh emcees.
Blackalicious is a group
which is undeniably talented and funky fresh.
In my experience, I
have yet to come across
an individual who didn't
love them.
Trail: Why has it been
so hard to get big names
to campus'?
MO: It's hard to get big
names to campus because
UPS is a small liberal arts
school with limited funding. Because big named
artists are in such high
demand, they are able to
charge exorbitant amounts
of money, especially for
college shows.
Also, booking a band is
a very complicated procedure which requires
the cooperation of many
parties. It's very difficult
to solidify a concert date
that works for the artist,
the agent, the Fieldhouse
staff, myself, my advisor,
security services, and so
on.
Trail: Is there anything students can do
to help UPS get bigger
and better concerts?
MO: Well, they can buy
tickets to see Blackalicious, for one.
I will be using the money I make off of this show
to put on another one in
early April.
So the more tickets I
sell for Blackalicious, the
more funding I will have
available for the show in
April.
Also, I am completely open to suggestions.
We've been throwing
around several ideas for
April, but I'd love to hear
from the campus directly.
Travis McNamara is funkyfresh-alicious.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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Philip Glass to present career
By Jeff Merrion

jmerrion@ups.edu

11111111

A&E Writer
The pioneering, worldrenowned composer Philip
Glass will be gracing the UPS
campus today, Friday, Feb. 16
with a multimedia rumination
on his lifetime in music. His
presentation, entitled "Creativity and Collaboration,"
will take place in Schneebeck
at 8 p.m., and while tickets
have run out, you might still
be able to barter for one at the
campus pawn shop.
Philip Glass entered the
music world as one of the
harbingers of the minimalist
tradition in the late 1960's
along with Steve Reich and
Terry Riley. His early pieces
are indicative of the minimalist canon - they focus on repetition and variations of short
musical phrases as well as a
strong theoretical emphasis.
A fitting example of his
early, minimalist pieces is
the piece "Music in Twelve
Parts," a slowly evolving
tapestry of simple repeating
phrases.
While his early work in the
minimalist school is noteworthy, what separates Glass
from his minimalist contemporaries is his willingness to
go beyond the rigid structure
of minimalism. Glass' most
influential and important
works apply the theory of
minimalism to a more accessible, far-reaching end.
He began breaking wider
ground with the release of his
epic five-hour opera, "Einstein on the Beach." The opera was unique in that it told
no chronological story.
Instead, it tried to relate the
character of Einstein through
repeated imagery. This exemplifies what Glass calls the
"Portrait Opera," in which
characteristics of the protagonist are related in a non-linear way.
After achieving recognition
for "Einstein on the Beach,"
Glass began to compose
works which achieved more
and more visibility. In fact,
thanks to his contributions to
many popular films, you have
probably been exposed to
Glass' music. He contributed
several pieces to the sound-
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Lights out with Liz-1
Pleasing your man with your mouth
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By Liz Elling
lelling@ups.edu
A&E Writer
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The maestro looking pensive as he dreams up another symphony.
track of "The Truman Show"
and composed the score to
"Kundun:
The most accessible collection of Glass' music is
"Solo Piano," which was
released on CBS Records.
The record features Glass'
unique, meditative staggered
piano rhythms in a song cycle based on Kafka's "Metamorphosis." As in most of his
works, repetition is key.
In fact, Glass' use of repetition reflects one of his most
interesting points of view on
the difference between Eastern and Western music.
"In Western music we divide time as if you were to
take a length of time and slice
it the way you slice a loaf of
bread. In Indian music (and
all the non-Western music
with which I'm familiar) you
take small units, or beats and
string them together to make
up larger time values," Glass
said.
To see Glass speak is a
wonderful opportunity. Un-

like many modern musicians
notorious for their insularity, Glass draws on a wide
range of traditions to create
his unique music. He is well
schooled in both Western
traditions (he is a graduate of The Julliard School)
and Eastern traditions (he
spent years transcribing Ravi
Shankar's music into Western
notation).
In fact, the content of Glass'
speech will focus primarily
on the role of cross-genre collaboration and its importance
in artistic growth. Included
in Glass' presentation will be
performances on the piano as
well as a short film.
Glass' presentation promises to be rewarding and informative. To hear pearls of
wisdom from a man who has
gone from being a taxi driver
to one of the most revered living composers is a rare treat
that we are lucky to have on
this campus.
Jeff Merrion is composing an
opera about Ron Thom.

What is the surest way to
a man's heart? Some people think it's through his
stomach. These people are
wrong. It is through his penis.
Oral sex, whether it functions as foreplay, the main
event or after play, is a sure
way to please your man. If
you have qualms about your
man's hygiene, suggest a
playful shower before hand
(or go ahead and give him
head in the shower).
Make sure you and your
partner are in a comfortable
position to give and receive.
Try kneeling on a pillow
with your man standing or
sitting in front of you, or
straddle his legs while he is
lying down.
Oral sex is all about attitude. The fact that you are
willing and excited to give a
blow job can be a huge turnon for your guy. Do not act
like going down is a chore
or an obligation (even if, to
you, it is). Rather, let your
partner know you are enjoying this time with him with
a moan or eye contact.
Perfect your technique.
Start with some touching
and teasing, and when you
are both ready, cover your
teeth with your lips and take
your guy's member in your
mouth. The most sensitive
part of the penis is the head,
so concentrate your mouth
there with sucking and licking. Vary the motion of your
tongue by circling the head,
licking side to side, or up
and down along the underside.
No blow job is complete

without using two hands.
An easy way to increase
your guy's pleasure is to
form a ring with one hand
and move it simultaneously up and down his shaft
in connection with your
mouth. Your other hand is
then free to stimulate other
sensitive areas, such as his
testicles.
If your jaw becomes tired,
take a break and rely on
your hands to please him.
Try. moving your hand in a
swirling motion over the top
of his penis or using your
thumb to stimulate the head.
The easiest ways to know
what pleases your partner is
to have him demonstrate or
guide you.
If climax is the goal, maintain contact and firm pressure on the head (with your
hands or mouth). and keep a
steady rhythm. Listen to his
breathing or comments to
gauge his reactions and get
a cue for when he will orgasm. Ask him for a warning, such as "I'm ready" or
placing a hand on you when
he is about to ejaculate so
that you are not surprised.
If you have the technique
down, try something new
like flavored condoms or
lube. Suck on an ice cube
or take a sip of a warm drink
before going down. If your
guy is comfortable with using a vibrator, try holding
it to your cheek while you
perform.
An added incentive for
giving your partner fellatio
is sexual karma: give and
you shall receive! Read the
next "Lights Out" for tips
on performing oral sex on
your girl.

Liz Elling was nicknamed
"Winston Churchill" in high
school.

Ubiquitous They delights with new lineup
By David Lev

dlev@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Junior Clayton Weller ran
up onstage and began dancing around excitedly.
We're very happy, because you exist," he said.
And well he should be.
Weller's outburst signaled
the start of the Ubiquitous
They Improv Troupe's show
at the Tacoma Actor's Guild.
This was one of their first performances of the year, exhibiting some of the interesting
new aspects of the troupe.
"We try to make you laugh
by making stuff up. But we
need your guys' help" Weller
said.
Audience participation is a
large part of how UT works.
Before the TAG show, junior
Tom Dewey came out and

asked audience members to
write down lines to be used
in a game.
This turned out to work
very well, as surreal phrases
like "What Cheese bricks?"
and "I'm addicted to romance
novels" caused raucous peals
of laughter when they were
skillfully worked into the
scene at hand.
Every game played by the
troupe involved soliciting
suggestions from the audience. Occasionally, the UT
member soliciting suggestions combined two suggestions into one, creating such
bizarre suggestions as "newsPPer grass" or "unicorn
Fight Club." The troupe then
somehow had to convert the
suggestions into almost coherent scenes.
Several of these scenes
featured new games. One
involved audience members

picking plays out of a bag.
One player had to read lines
from one of the randomly
picked plays, while everybody else had to follow stage
directions from another play.
Each result was inevitably
bizzare, but was genuinely
funny nonetheless.
There were plenty of old
games as well. A particular favorite was Newtonian
Physics, where one player
moves the others around and
is the only one that can stop
or change the direction of
their movements.
The effect is incredibly humorous, especially when it
results (as it always seems
to) in what Weller referred to
at the TAG show as a "man
sandwich."
A lot of UT's humor revolved around homoerotic
SEE UBIQUITOUS PAGE 12

like your enthusiasm, but try a little lower."
AARON LYNCH

FRIDAY FEB I DTH - WEDNESDAY FEB 21ST.

CASINO ROYALE
NIGHTLY @ 7:00 PM
SATURDAY. AND SUNDAY MATINEE @
3:30 PM
RATED PG-13
THURSDAY FEB 22ND

TACOMA SISTER CITIES INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

2611

N. Proctor

Tacoma, WA 98407
253.752.9500
www.bluemousetheatre.com

MOVIE: LIVE AND BECOME
DOORS OPENS

ISRAEL
PM

5:45
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FOLKLORE

CONT. FROM PAGE 10

TR: So we kind of start in
the middle of the traditional
hero's journey. He's already
left - he's been away at war
for a while, fighting in the
Spanish-American war as a
medic - and he undergoes a
sort of prophetic experience.
He realizes that if he doesn't
get out he's going to suffer
the same fate as the rest of the
poor sods. He goes home and
comes back to find that nothing is quite as he left it.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/JEN SCHMIDT

Trail: This is all told Gordon, Dewar and Rakitan demonstrate their rock-inspired folk.
through singing?
CD: Not entirely. We have the stage. The lights change, other ones, so in November
and the audience's focus will we were like "let's sit down
four actors.
and do it." After that it was
switch from us to them.
pretty much non-stop writ[The actors are also UPS
ing.
Trail: How long is it?
students. Junior Rupert
KG: Should be about two
Cross plays the protagonist,
(The band talks about upa medic. Senior Katharine hours.
coming projects.)
Messina plays Penny, the
Trail: And you three guys
medic's wife. Senior Nelson
CD: We've been throwing
Moody and freshman Mat- wrote the whole thing?
KG: Yeah, written, coin- ideas around. The way I enthew Jackson play the antagvision it, it's like vignettes
onists, Mr. Crawford and his posed, everything.
concerned about the sea, the
seventh son.]
Trail: How long did that ocean and different cultures.
So it's not going to be so
Trail: Is the story mostly take you?
much one continuous story as
TR: About a year.
vocals or mostly acting?
KG: The story of how it it's going to beCD: It's hard to say. I d say
TR: Different perspectives
it's pretty balanced. It goes happened is we were all
through cycles of two or three just sitting around the house on maritime culture.
CD: Exactly, some from
songs and then a monologue. last February and I had just
Sometimes the monologues learned how to play man- the Irish, and some from the
are underscored by music, dolin. We were doing really Greeks, some from Japan.
Trail: Historical?
which has been a pretty in- sh**ty covers of Led ZeppeCD: Some historical, some
teresting process to be a part lin songs and weren't really
very folk-inspired, and some
of; to watch andplay and see liking it too much.
TR: So, what ended up hap- of the songs aren't going to
them acting while we're doing live scoring. It's pretty pening was you guys came up be originals. I think we're
with a mandolin riff so you going to try to do some tradicool.
In the songs themselves could just drill it, and Chris tional folk songs too.
there's a lot of story that's added chords to the back- TR: Yeah, and throw some
happening, but the mono- ground and I picked up those other covers of folk rock in
there at some point if we find
logues really fill in the gaps. and played them on a slide.
Then it was either you any that are appropriate and
They tell what just happened
and they foreshadow what's [Keith] or me that just ran- play to our themes.
about to happen. You get to domly started singing.
KG: Yeah, we kind of made (On future live shows)
learn a lot more about the
characters. They become up lyrics on the spot.
TR: We started making CD: One of our other goals
much more three-dimensionthings up, and within the next is to start gigging out more
al in their monologues.
45 minutes we had a song. this semester. Like, playing at
CD: In the middle of that the Mandolin Café hopefully
Trail: Are the characters
on stage while you play the we decided to make this char- and finding the right gigs.
acter, Mr. Crawford and his It's funny because when we
songs?
TR: Not unless we're under- seven sons, and from there wrote ["The Campfire Folkeverything came together. lore"] we wanted to present it
scoring one of their scenes.
CD: There's little to no in- It was like, "who are these live the right way.
We didn't want to halfteraction between the band characters and what are they
and the actors. We wanted all about and where can we ass it. We wanted to be like,
"okay, if we're going to do
them to almost be manifesta- take them?"
KG: So we just kind of let this performance we have to
tions of our storytelling, you
know what I mean? Like, it simmer for a while and it... .(1Q. it in its entirety with achere we are, sitting around wasn't really until November tors the way we want it bea campfire telling these sto- that somebody realized: hey, fore we do it anywhere else."
ries and all of a sudden these let's actually do this. I mean, And now that I think we've
characters come to life on we'd kind of slowly built up accomplished this I think
the story, we had it would be cool to take our
an idea of where stuff on the road.
it was going, but
606 S Fawcett Ave
See "The Campfire Folkin November we
THE
Tacoma, WA
actually decided lore" Saturday, Feb. 17 at
(253) 593-4474
to stage it, and at 7:30 p.m. or Sunday, Feb. 18
CINEMA
S5.50 with student IDI
that point we had at 5:30 p.m. in Rausch Audiabout five out of torium.
Venus (R)
Nick Martens is looking for
the 18 songs actumore UPS bands to interview.
ally written. We
Fri: 2:30, 4:45, 7:15, 9:00
had ideas for the If you're in a band, please send
Sat-Mon: 12:15, 2:30, 4:45, 7:15, 9:00

ART SHOW

CONT. FROM PAGE 10

he said. "Rather than the other way around."
Harmon noted that he felt
it was unfortunate that many
UPS art shows receive little
attention due to their placement in under-trafficked
venues such as Kitteridge
Gallery, and believed the Intersections of Identity exhibition's location could help
bring publicity to the artists,
Diversity Theme Year and
the CWLT.
Generally, art exhibitions
only highlight the visual varieties of art. These limits,
however, were not ones that
the Diversity Theme Year
committee was willing to embrace. Art goes far beyond
paintings and sculptures, and
this was acknowledged at the
opening of the Intersections
of Identity display. There,
three individuals read selections of their own poett9.
David Lev, a freshman,
contributed his poem "Eternally With Foot In Mouth
and Therefore Unsure of
Himself' to the exhibition.
Lev noted his piece dealt
with the intersections of identity he had faced in his own
life through discussing "both
who I felt I was and who others thought I was."
Both Lev and Harmon felt
that poetry has been a unique

and successful addition to the
display.
The Intersections of Identity art show, with 15 pieces
of visual art, including sculpture,paintings, photos and
mixed media, will remain in
the CWLT until spring break.
Students are encouraged to
stop by any time during class
hours.
Did seeing the show leave
you longing for more diversity? On Feb. 19, Prof. Roger
Daniels of the University of
Cincinnati will give a lecture
on World War II's Japanese
internment camps as they relate to modern day struggles.
Intersections of Identity also
regularly puts on Difficult
Dialogues, in which students
are invited to come discuss
controversial issues. Past
topics range from world hunger to the concept of politeness. On March 21, students
are encouraged to come voice
your opinions on faith and reproductive rights.
Would you like to have
some input in promoting diversity awareness at UPS?
Diversity Theme Year holds
weekly committee meetings
on Fridays at 10 p.m. in the
Student Diversity Center.
Any students with ideas are
welcome.
Jessi Wyse is a deerhoof.

rand

Tues-Wed: 4:45, 7:15, 9:00
Thurs: 2:30, 4:45, 7:15, 9:00

Volver
Fri: 2:20, 4:40, 7:00, 9:10
Sat-Mon: 12:00, 2:20, 4:40, 7:00, 9:10
Tues-Wed: 4:40, 7:00, 9:10
Thurs: 2:20, 4:40, 7:00, 9:10

Notes on a Scandal

IR)

2:10, 4:30, 7:30, 9:20
Sat-Mor 12:10, 2:10, 4:30, 7:30, 9:20
Tues-Wed: 4:30, 7:30, 9:20
Thurs: 2:10, 4:30, 7:30, 9:20

Limbo (RI Local film ©10 am and 11 pm Saturday only!
WWW.GRANDCINEMA.COM

him an e-mail.
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Above: Sarah Jackson's interpretation of the Rubik's cube's culture.
Below: Katie Delaney's print mixes comic book frames and realism.

UBIQUITOUS
humor. This is somewhat normal,
as improv is a very physical form
of theater, and the current troupe is
mostly male. Man-to-man collision
is therefore fairly frequent. Several
UT members even intentionally incorporate homoeroticism into their
comedic style.
"My comedic style is awkwardly
witty and inclined towards excessive raunch and homoeroticism,"
said freshman Travis Hancock,
one of the prime providers of "man
sandwich" moments.
Hancock joined UT last semester
on the workshop squad. This semes-

CONT. FROM PAGE 11

ter he was promoted to the performance squad.
"I enjoyed watching improvers
and I thought I might be able to
learn from and contribute to on-campus entertainment" said Hancock.
"There's a lot of potential. All of us
have a lot to learn from each other.
I'm excited to learn more from the
veterans and new elements of funny
from the newbies."
If the crowd reaction to the TAG
show was any indication, this should
prove to be a very good semester for
UT. The audience was enthralled.
"Any show where we have fun

"c-11`, •

and the people watching us have fun
is a good show" said junior Rupert
Cross.
UT performs in Club Rendezvous
every other Friday, and more special
shows, like the TAG show, are possible in the future. Near the end of
classes there will be a sketch show
similar to the "UT vs. AT" sketch last
semester, with skits written by UPS
students. This semester will hopefully be filled with humor from the
twisted minds of Ubiquitous They
Improv troupe.
David Lev isn't even a little bit funny;
he once made a clown cry.

';•••-r
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Tuition goes Future of ASUPS quite probably ruinous
toward God
knows what
By Queen Frostine
Trail Financial Analyst

The University of Puget
Sound's Budget Task Force
has completed its assessment
of the University's goals for
the 2007 / 2008 academic
year and released its recommendations. Among these is
a 58.8 percent overall increase
in student costs, including
tuition and fees as well as
room and board. According
to Badger Swanson, chief of
the ASUPS Senate's expenditures committee, students
should refrain from "getting
their panties in a twist," and
realize that their parents'
hard-earned dollars will be
used to fund "really cool and
necessary shit." Among the
developments students can
ex • t to see:

'

"

hat's right, a random pictur
f Jon Stewart. That's what you'I
et. Isn't he dreamy? He gets u
teamy and hot. Shower time.
Another modestly sized
plasma-screen TV for the
wall on the other side of the
Info-Center. This one will
be 15 percent larger than
the one above the entrance
to the Servery.
An exciting new sustainability project in which a
large portion of the tuition
checks will be redeemed
for one hundred dollar bills.
The bills will then be recycled and made into SUB
dishes.
Facilities golf carts will be
replaced with Mini Coopers.
New ASUPS approved student clubs including political / social organizations
BSAD (Bigoted Students
Against Diversity), Young
Fascists and Persecution
International, as well as
religious groups such as
UCrank, and Bokononist
Union.
The Stewart Lecture Series,
featuring talks by Jon Stewart, Martha Stewart, Patrick
Stewart, French Stewart,
Stewart Townsend, Rod
Stewart, Dave Stewart (Eurhythmics), Sylvester, Rose,
Fred, and Vaetta Stewart
(A.K.A Sly and the Family
Stone) and Jimmy Stewart,
trusted friend of the Combat Zone.
Additional staff for the Op-

By Chuck Taylor and Al
L. Stars
Combat Zone Political
Analysts

God help us. It's ASUPS
Elections Season and, once
again, the school will be torn
asunder by bitter rivalries.
This year's candidates are
split between proud members
of the traditional Fraternalorder-of-beer-bongs-and-illadvised-sexual-congress and
the rest of the school.
Opposing Brett Veerhusen
and Mark Rosasco are Hart
Edmonson and Matt Bonniwell, whose main qualifications include rowing a large
phallic symbol backwards
and working at OIS keeping things like webmail running smoothly. That's always
gone well.
The Combat Zone would
like to offer an in depth analysis of the possible regimes
of these two tickets. We
firmly believe in the dissemination of information and
public discussion regarding
the public's follies year after
year. (Alex Israel and Ryan
McAninch: who thought that
was a good idea? And look
at all Van Pham and Chelsea
Howes have given us; We've
got ... uh ... well. Yeah.)
Under the Beerhusen/ Rosasasasaco administration,
we predict the following:
Sigma Chi's traditional
party, Beach, will be thrown
in the ASUPS office, funded
by the ASUPS slush fund.
(Finally our 200 dollars are
going to something we care
about: beer and liquor.)

Funding will be cut from
Student Theatre Productions
to buy a sweet pool table for
the Business Leadership Program.
Hooters station to be
opened in SUB. (It'll make
objectifying women that
much more convenient.)
Grizz will be replaced
with 'Sustainable Jim', the
Coors Crocodile. (He encourages you to recycle your
beer cans rather than simply
vomiting over the empty
pile.)
The candidates will force
KUPS to play "Dirt Off Your
Shoulder' by Jay-Z sixteen
hours a day. (Our shoulders
are already rubbed to the
bone.)
Praxis Imago will become a wholly-owned subsidiary of "Girls Gone Wild."
(That'll put our name on the
m)
ap!
RDG will be declared Division I sport. (Despite originating the "sport," no talent
hacks ruin our chances of
success.)
A new and amazing
NJROTC program based out
of Regester will be established for all those students
who just aren't getting it.
(I'll bet you'll take those Academic Probation warnings
a little more seriously now,
won't you?)
ASUPS to purchase H2
rolling on twenty twos. as
presidential vehicle. (It will
be run on sustainable recycled whales.)
UPS to join "Coalition
of the Willing", to bring democracy to PLU. (Finally the
Lutherans and the Method-

ists will have their ultimate
showdown.)
The Trail will be forced to
print glorifying propaganda
about how well everything
is going. (Deficit? Embezzling? What are you talking
about?)
the
"CaterpilUnder
lar Eyebrows" Bonniwell /
"Bleeding Hart" Edmonson
we predict the following:
Mandatory Crew practice will be used to combat
the dreaded freshman fifteen.
(Your fat ass is now worth
academic credit.)
They'll introduce Sustainable Tofu to the SUB
menu. (It's mostly made of
grass clippings and recycled
issues of The Trail. Mmmm
nutritious.)
The Music building will
finally be given a fucking
name.
Security will be ordered
to draw down troop strength
in North Quad. (So when all
of North Quad gets alcohol
poisoning, no one will notice.)
All of ASUPS' inefficiently spent money (We
don't need Campus Films.
Seriously who goes to that?),
will now buy Hart a really
nice piano. (He's got magic fingers but sings like Al
Jolsen).
Hart and "Bones" will
start competitive fireside dinners with Ron Thom. (SUB
Burritos and Franzia vs. Pork
Tenderloin and occasional
bottled wine. You choose.)
They'll bring back Ted
Bundy as part of "Get In
Touch With Alumni" program. Two bits a gander.

LogJam will become a
bacchanalian-love fest to really introduce the Freshman
to campus life. (It's sustainable, so you gotta swallow
that.)
"Used Condom Donation
Drive" will start at CHWS
in order to further eliminate
waste. (You can turn them
inside out and it's fine.)
Senate will also create
Zombie Preparedness Plan
for all of campus. (Bonniwell is actually cripplingly
afraid of zombies. Don't
even mention the cadavers
to him. Those eyebrows will
become infuriated and then
you'll be sorry.)
Send ASUPS envoy to
rescue members of semester
at sea program from Barbary
Pirates. (Stockholm syndrome is a risk, after all raw
opium and Cous Cous are an
appealing combination.)
Giant bronze statue of
Hart will be built on observatory. (He will stand in an
epic pose, atop the bodies of
fallen ASUPS Senators.)
The Trail will be forced
to print Hart's eerily omniscient gossip column. (He
knows when you are sleeping, he knows when you're
awake, so stop posting on Facebook for goodness' sake.)
The Combat Zone whole
heartedly supports neither of
these campaigns. We fondly
remember the Ryan Cunningham / Wes Magee days,
when ASUPS didn't cause
any trouble.
Chuck Taylor and Al L. Stars
are swinging and single. Painfully so. Do you have any idea
how torturous Valentine's
Day was?

penheimer Café so that it
may stay open for 45 minutes each day instead of the
current 25.
The University of Puget
Sound's purchase of the actual Puget Sound.
Completion of payments
for the most recent fortifications added to Regester.
Tasers for security personnel.
UPS hosting of the 782 annual Tri-Wizard Tournament next Spring, as well
as the 2008 Summer Olympics.
Additional employees to
operate the Fitness Center,
Info Center and Library
Circulation Desk while
work-study students are
busy with homework and
Facebook stalking.
A herd of temperamental
"Your honor, I think it's clear that we were put on this planet by a creator. Perhaps, there
free-range grass-lobsters to
was some evolution of robots, but only through the hands of Humans, not nature"
populate Todd Field and the
Arboretum.
An endowed trust fund to
with it, and convince it to
further enable Grizz's gamcome home.
ATTN: READER
bling addiction and, when
ueen Frostine enjoys wre
You don't even read this do you? I can type whathe's ready, get him the help
ing forces in general nd
ever I want in here and you will automatically ignore
peop ' hearts. She re y likes
he so desperately needs.
it because you're so used to seeing this on the page.
doi that. A gr: t deal of
Support for Pat Robertson's
You're just some lousy undergrad moron who's chuckthe mon is tually going
2008 presidential camtowards
some
ked
heels
and
ling
at xenophobic jokes. What do you do for us? Nothpaign.
dominatr. out not that she
ing. No reactions, no shock, just lawsuits. Look. It's
2/3 of the tables in the Ro- adoesn't
'aye them # eady, she
fucking satire. We've got the disclaimer. We're poking
tunda replaced with tram- just n s new
ones) so t she
fun, hopefully to spark some dialogue. Just because we
polines.
continue breaking ose
have
the balls to say what you won't and in print, only
A team of mediators to lohearts. Mmm, blo
means that we're better than you.
cate the missing fro-yo maWe tire of that tangent.
chine, establish a dialogue

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In
the opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu .

fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent
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1-2 on weekend Lack of experience does not
deter rugby team's confidence
Newland puts on home-run clinic in all games

Baseball goes
By Jess Columbo

By Peter Yi

jcolumbo@ups.edu

pyi@ups.edu

Sports Writer

Sports Writer

The UPS baseball team
faced Corban College from
Salem, Ore. on Saturday,
Feb. 9 in an afternoon double
header. With offensive intensity and solid defense, they
shut out Corban in the first
game 6-0, then tied in game
two with 13 runs for each
team.
The next day, UPS faced
rival Pacific Lutheran University. The Loggers couldn't
quite match the Lutes' strong
hitting, and were defeated by
a score of 12-6.
The Logger's designated
hitter, junior Joe Newland,
dominated at bat in both
games against Corban. Starting the game out, he connected in the first inning with
a two-run homerun, then did
the same in the fifth. Despite
Corban being a non-conference game, UPS kept their
intensity high.
"Any time we step on the
field, regardless of conference relevance, we play the
game hard. I think that we
use the non-league schedule
as an opportunity to dial in

The Rugby team played
their first preseason game on
Saturday Feb. 10. Unfortunately their opponents from
Central Washington were
much bigger and stronger and
the rugby club dropped their
first game of the year 49-19.
The team commuted to the
Sea-Tac area to play to take
on the Division I school.
Junior Dana Wikstrom,
sophomore Jack Baber and
senior John Zager led the
team by each scoring tries for
the Loggers. Andrew Chow,
who was unable to play last
semester due to multiple
leg injuries, played his first
game back on Saturday and
scored a 22 meter conversion kick to contribute to the
game. The Central Washington team had a bigger pool
of talent to choose from and
were more experienced than
the younger Logger team.
Losing three players to varsity sports such as track and
baseball this semester, the
Loggers were fortunate to
receive ten additional players, most of whom had never
played rugby before.
Coached by Dan Cantolini,
the Loggers look promising
this semester. Cantollini, a
former Central Washington
rugby alum, is known as a
well respected player who
brings toughness and great
knowledge of the game. His
mission statementemphas izes
"respect, structure, and
tenacity," where the hardest
working players succeed.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/PAUL WICKS

UPS ace Evan Scandling hurls a
fast ball against Corban.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/PAUL WICKS

Shaun Kiriu takes a hack at a pitch against PLU. The short stop is
hitting .278 on the young season.
our skills in order to be at a
high level when League begins," Newland said.
Junior Shaun Kiriu and
senior Chris Dunbar were
solid on defense, and senior
Michael Olsen did his job
at the plate. Both teams had
some wild pitching resulting
in numerous batters hit and
subsequent walks.
Game two showed a fatigued Loggers squad. Hitting was spread amongst
many top UPS players.
Sophomore Gregorio Beck
and senior AJ Jorg made
solid connections, and Olsen
came through again with a
clutch double in the ninth inning. Newland continued his
slugfest, hitting his third tworun homer of the day in the
third, and was intentionally
walked the rest of the game.
The Loggers played more
cohesively as a team and
showed maturity in smart
base running. Corban stayed
tough at the plate, and after
10 innings the game ended
with a 13-13 tie.
Sunday afternoon UPS defense was again challenged
by an opposing team of strong
hitters. Beck put the Loggers
on top in the first inning, but
by the fifth inning the UPS

defense looked exhausted as
a result of PLU's offense.
UPS battled back some
from their 7-1 deficit, when
junior Sean Bayha singled
to bring in two teammates.
Kiriu doubled in the eighth
to keep the score close, but
the Lutes answered with a
homerun. After a long battle,
the game ended in favor of
PLU, score 12-6.
"As a team we have been
working hard at improving
all facets of our game. We
have a lot of talent on the
squad this year, especially offensively," Newland said.
This past weekend was a
testament to the Logger's
hard work and offensive
intensity. They'll be challenged once again February
24 against Albertson College
in Idaho.
"Albertson is a solid NAIA
program that plays against
some of the better competition in our area. The chance
to travel to lovely Caldwell
and beat those guys will be
pretty exciting," Newland
said.
Jess Columbo thought Albertson was a grocery store, but
it is actually a college. Who
knew?
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eight and even more in top
16, its worth more than a first
place," Cotton said. "Conference can never be about one
or two people, it takes an entire team to win championships."
Loggers who demonstrated
depth were sophomore Kelly
O'Dell, also in the 100 yard
breaststroke, who placed
third with a time of 1:09.59,
three seconds behind Polansky, and sophomore Cymon
Kersch, who won second in
the 400 yard IM with a time
of 4:44.88.
The men also placed well
in 100 yard breast, with sophomore Paul Hughes taking
first at 58.19. In the 100 yard
butterfly frehsman Garrett
Shields placed second and
in the 100 yard backstroke
Jackson Kowalski took first.
Both men and women
took 1st with their 200 yard
medley relay teams. The
women's team had a time
of 1:51.05. The men's team
had a time of 1:35.83.
On the third day, the women
continued strong. Polansky
continued her breaststroke
domination, winning the 200
yard with a time of 2:25.52.
O'Dell placed third in this
event, five seconds behind
Polansky. Cotton placed
fifth in 200 yard backstroke

Cantolini believes the team
can embody that statement
this year.
"We're looking really
good this season," said Cantolini. "The more experienced players will aid in getting the younger guys better
and smarter in the game and
we'll do well if we can play
together as a team and have
confidence."
Led by senior John Zager,
the rugby club ended last
season with a 3-3 record.
Zager is very ambitious and
holds very high expectations
this semester.
"It's my last season and I
want to finish strong," said
Zager. "This team put in a
lot of effort and I really feel
confident that we'll be very
successful this semester."
In his career as a rugby
player, Zager has received
20 Man of the Match awards,
which demonstrates his talent and ability to carry a
team to victory. Most of his
teammates would agree that
Zager's intensity, leadership
and knowledge of the game
serve as inspiration.
"His presence on the field
is unmistakable," said Wikstrom. "Whether he's tackling guys three times his size,
or grabbing me by the jersey
and yelling in my face when
I mess, he's always finding
ways to help the team."
With players like Zager
and the credo of Cantolini in
mind, UPS hopes it has what
it takes to slug it out this season.
Peter Yi has decided to wear
nothing but rugby jerseys for
the rest of his life.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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and Kersch came in second
at the 1650 yard freestyle
with a time of 18:11.54.
The men placed nine
swimmers on the third day.
Kowalski came in second
at the 200 yard backstroke
and sophomore Schleuderberg placed second in 100
yard Freestyle. Kowalski
stated that he felt the teams
strengths lay in sprints.
Both 400 yard freestyle relay teams took second place.
Both the men's team and
the women's team were happy with their performances.
"It's a bit nerve racking because so many other teams
want to take the title away
from us, and the fact that
the girls defended our title is
fantastic," said Polansky.
Both Polansky and Cotton
were impressed with the support the team had for each
other. Several girls even lost
their voices from cheering so
much.
As for the men's team, they
are hopeful about next year.
"While we thought we
would finish better in the
overall team standings, we
had some great performances. The guys team is still
relatively young so we expect to do better next year,"
said Hughes.
Nadine Leonard is a dolphin.
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Tennis winless against foes

Women's basketball stays in
first with perfect weekend
By Mackenzie Morton
mmorton@ups.edu

Sports Writer
The Lady Loggers beat
both the Whitworth Pirates
73-55 and the Whitman Missionaries 53-45 on Feb. 9 and
10. These well-earned victories allowed the women's
basketball team to keep sole
possession of first place in the
Northwest Conference.
When the Pirates came to
Memorial Fieldhouse, they
came out of the gates fast,
taking an early lead in the
game. The Loggers rallied
back, however, and took the
lead with 15:59 left in the
first half; they never trailed
again.
The Pirates kept the game
close until a 10-2 run led by
junior Laura Hirsh helped
Puget Sound increase their
margin. The Logger's strong
shooting from the field was
key to their victory as they
shot 50 percent, including an
impressive 40 percent from
behind the arc.
Hirsh had a strong performance with 22 points, six
rebounds, and three assists
to lead the team. Senior Brie
Adderley and Sophomore Allison Craven also turned in
notable performances, scor-

Forward Jessica Roberts looks for an
open Logger. The women currently sit
atop the NWC.

"The general atmosphere in
the fieldhouse when everyone
is pulling for us to win actively helps us play better."
Logger fans have changed
the outcome of many games
over the years, but Coach Lunt
points directly to last week's
PLU game as evidence.
"Being down 15 points with
just a few minutes left is usually a hurdle teams can't overcome," Lunt said. "But the
fans had our back and helped
push us over that last hurdle."
Jason Foster agreed.
"Fans help with changing
momentum." Foster said. "If
we need a push we look to the
stands, and this season and really over the last two years,
the fans have been there."
So we've established that
our home fans create a tough
environment for visiting
teams to play in. Stepping up
to beat PLU was a feat, but the
job done by fans during the
Whitworth game was reminiscent of the Duke student

Stiff competition makes for rough weekend
By Brandon Henry

ing 10 points and 11 points
respectively. Senior Shelby
Ramirez added six points, six
rebounds and a game-high
five assists.
UPS' victory over Whitman
the following night was surely bittersweet. Seniors Brie
Adderley, Shelby Ramirez
and Jessica Roberts played
their final home game in the
Fieldhouse and made it one to
remember.
UPS went into halftime
with a small lead, after a first
half marred by poor shooting from both teams. In the
second half, Puget Sound
methodically built up a big
lead, but Whitman went on
a run of their own to cut it
bagk to six with just over two
minutes remaining. In the
end, Puget Sound was able
to prevail, carried by perfect
shooting from the free throw
line by Hirsh and Ely down
the stretch.
The Loggers had a well
balanced offense against the
Missionaries. Craven finished
with 13 points and six rebounds. Junior Morgan Harter added eight points, Hirsh
finished with seven points
and Ely chipped in six points
and six rebounds.
A common trend in these
recent victories has been stifling defensive efforts. UPS
held the Pirates to
55 points on 31.7
percent from the
field and Whitman
to only 45 points on
32.8 percent shooting.
"The defense is
incredible," said
sophomore Alison
Craven. Clearly,
neither of these
teams could handle
UPS' overwhelming defense.
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bhenry@ups.edu

Sports Writer
The UPS men's tennis
team hosted their first conference games of the 2007
season this weekend, facing off against the Whitman
Missionaries, the University
of Santa Cruz Banana Slugs
and the Linfield Wildcats.
Playing some of the conference's top competition, the
Loggers lost to Whitman 09, and fell to Linfield by a
score of 1-8. Santa Cruz is
not a member of the NWC,
so the Loggers' 0-9 loss will
not count in the conference
standings.
Both Santa Cruz and Whitman are nationally ranked,
so the team knew they would
be challenged heading into
this weekend's matches.
"Going up against some of
the better teams in the conference, we went in just trying to do well and keep our
confidence up," junior captain Nick Amland said. "We
knew they'd come out blazing."
Obviously, the Loggers did
not have the success they had
hoped for this weekend, but
the team remains optimistic.
"We were a little disappointed with the performance, but it's only the first
weekend of conference play,"
Amland said. "We can move
forward from this because
we improved over the course
of the weekend. We all need
to keep progressing and keep
our heads up as we're facing
this tough competition."
He went on to describe
how the team has improved
in the little time they have
spent together this season.
Senior Andrew Neal has put
in some solid performances
as he took four games from
Santa Cruz's number one
player to make the second
match close. SophorAore
Jamie Hosmer also played

Mackenzie Morton
used to teach selfdefense classes, but
stopped when she
reached ninja status.
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section, the Cameron Crazies.
No Pirate player touched the
ball without hearing D-E-FE-N-S-E chanted loudly. No
Logger player drove the lane
without feeling the support
of "Let's go, Loggers" being
shouted from every corner of
the Fieldhouse.
Yet at almost every game,
we hear about how offensive
and inappropriate our fan base
is.
According to Foster, "Our
place is no worse than any
college gym in the country,
including division one."
In a gym renowned as one
of the toughest places to play
in the Northwest Conference,
why are Logger fans treated so
poorly? The general worry of
those behind the scorer's table
is that fans will interfere with
the game being played. Yet
not once this year or over the
past few years have referees
assessed technical fouls on
the student section. It is time
for the University of Puget

16

The feared Field House.

Sound to accept not only the
nature of college sports in the
year 2007, but also to accept
that a boisterous, rocking
and in your face student
section is something that
aides our team in its quest for
a fourth consecutive NWC
Championship. Foster agrees.
"Keep filling the stands, you
fans do a hell of a job," Foster
said. "We as players can't ask
for much more, so thanks for
the support."
Let's just hope next time
the Loggers take the floor, the
people running the Fieldhouse
get the point that we are here
to stay and help the Loggers
win games.
Sam Kusi in-Shoptaw, mad.
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Captains Nick Amland (right) and Andrew Oates team up to form a
formidable doubles tandem against Linfield.
Davydoff and his oppowell against Whitman, as he
took one set and lost the tie nent were playing a match
for exhibition purposes and
breaker 10-7.
The doubles tandem of for each player to improve. It
Neal and junior Kai Sato quickly became apparent that
has also performed well, as the two were evenly matched
they have took three games as they traded leads for quite
against Santa Cruz and five some time.
It did not appear that a clear
against Whitman, more than
winner would emerge quickany other Logger duo.
Senior captain Andrew ly and since the match would
Oates teamed with Amland not count toward the teams'
for the first time against Lin- scores but needed to be comfield. The duo performed pleted before the next round
well and has the team hope- of singles matches could
ful about it's doubles. Full commence, UPS coach Chet
results for the Linfield match Dawson proposed that the
weren't available as The players determine a winner
through everyone's favorite
Trail went to press.
Amland felt good about his childhood competition: rock,
own personal doubles part- paper, scissors.
ner and about the performThe players agreed to a
ances of his teammates in the one-throw, winner-take-all
match.
category as well.
"It came time to throw and
"Some of our doubles
team's match up really well. I went with paper," Davydoff
We'll definitely have the tal- said. "He threw rock so I lost
ent to be successful in that the match. That was all there
area this season," Amland was to it."
Next weekend the men
said. "But I'm also looking
forward to our play in singles host Pacific University and
and just overall as a team. George Fox for two matches,
We are so deep talent and the team heads into both with
skill-wise and I know we're confidence.
"We should beat them both
going to continue to improve
handily, and I think we'll
and play well."
On a lighter note, a high- dominate the whole weeklight of Sunday's match end." Amland said.
against Linfield was Dan
Brandon Henry does not unDavydoff's singles matchup. derstand the score of love-love.

OTB
called a mahout, and the player. The player is tied to the elephant so as not to fall off and
become a human pancake.
The player communicates directions to the mahout, and in
turn, the mahout relays that to
the elephant to make it work.
The World Elephant Polo Association's website advises
players to be familiar with
Nepali, the local language, as
it is the only language most of
the mahouts and all of the elephants understand.
Each year, the WEPA hosts
its annual tournament to
crown an international champion. The current champion
and world powerhouse is
Scotland. In fact, Northern
European countries such as
Scotland, Ireland and Sweden
have made a great showing
in the tournament each year
despite a lack of indigenous
elephants.
While the speed of the game
may be slow, game scores are
relatively high for playing
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two seven minute chukkas,
or halves. The field of play
is also smaller relative to a
traditional horse polo field to
help increase scoring, despite
the rather large size of the elephants. However, miniature
elephants also are used for
some games.
So, ladies and gents, your
athletic weekend has been
planned. Friday night, you're
at Dante's in Seattle, Saturday
morning you're practicing
for the 2008 World Series of
Beer Pong, that afternoon you
drunkenly head to Point Defiance to steal some elephants
for a game of polo on Todd
Field, later at night its the sororities take on the dorms in
women's pillow fighting action, and Sunday afternoon
you win big in cockfight gambling. Who needs UPS athletics?!
Tony Schwartz went to 103
nations to search for sports,
and he only found four.
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Loggers win in OT, lose in heartbreaker
By Mikes Jones

Other fans chimed in too.
"I expect no less than a
mjones@ups.edu
UPS romp on our home court.
Sports Writer
We expect the best when we
play at home," Sam KussinThe Logger basketball team Shoptaw said, one of the
went 1-1 this past weekend team's most involved fans.
with a victory over confer- "The wins that the Loggers
ence rivals, Whitworth, 95-90 accumulate at home have a
lot to do with the fans and the
and a loss to the Whitman.
For the Loggers Basket- atmosphere that we, the fans,
ball team, this past weekend bring to the game. There is
was characterized by the ex- no doubt that we are going to
tremes. Friday night was a win this game."
The team found themselves
mad house as hyped up students flooded Memorial Field down 12 points with five minhouse in what would be one utes left, but chipped away
of the most exciting games of at the lead and cut it to two
with 53 secthe season.
onds remainPrior to the
ing. On a key
game I asked
Ways UPS can get to
sequence,
students
March Madness
sophomore
what they
Jason Foster
expected the 6112S.1111.10-4)inust
blocked the
outcome of Vein out on the road
shot of Whitthe game to
against Lewis and Clark
worth's Jon
be.
Young and
"UPS is (16-6. 11-3) and Linti41
then
came
going to win
(3-11.8-15).
down and
by at least
Whitworth (20-3, 11-3)
sank a three
10,"
self
to put the
proclaimed
gaust lose to either WhitLoggers up
"number one
tan (8-15,4-10) or
one.
fan" of the
"WhitUPS basket- 1amette (10-13, 6-8).
worth
is the
ball
team,
Win games and hope
other best
Jon Beem
for an at large bid.
team in our
said.
conference
whole-heartbut, we don't
edly support
this team and have been to lose our hope," Foster said.
almost every home game. I "It is our court, we love playlove the games. The team is ing against them because it is
a challenge, and we knew it
absolutely amazing."

Off the Bench
By Tony Schwartz
tschwartz@ups.edu
Sports Columnist
I'll be honest here guys and
gals, I was lazy this week and
did not even Facebook anyone to do an interview. The
reason: I have been preparing like mad for my first DJ
gig tonight in Seattle. Come
check me out at Dante's in the
U-District mixing live from
9 p.m. until closing. Tell the
waitresses you're friends of
the DJ and you'll get half off
your food.
Self-promotion aside, the
majority of UPS athletics
are either playing away from
home this weekend or inactive. But if you are still looking to get your sports fix, I
have compiled some information on a few options from
the wide world of sports that
you can try this weekend.
Because I am great like that.
If I ran this campus, you
can damn well bet for sure
that cockfighting would be
the most popular attended
sport on a Sunday afternoon.
While some of you may think
it is disgusting, vile, dirty
and inhumane, I'll make the
point that this hasn't stopped
the NFL from having Raider
football games.
Seriously, staging a cockfighting match is illegal in
forty-eight states and being a
spectator at a cockfight is illegal in forty states. It also
is an illegal form of gambling. The most recent bust

-

By Sam Kussin-Shoptaw

sshoptaw@ups.edu

Sports Writer

Guard Taylor Marsh drives to on Whitworth. Marsh had 17 points
in UPS' comback win, but the team lost a shocker to Whitman.
was going to be hard."
Whitworth's Young then
sank two freethrows to give
the Pirates the lead, but Antwan Williams took the ball
to the hoop and was fouled,
sinking one freethrow to tie.
After pushing the game
into overtime the Loggers
slammed the door behind
them as they blew out Whitworth in the games final
minutes. Key performances
by Taylor Marsh, Foster and
Williams abated the Pirates
morale and accelerated the
Loggers to a glorious victory.
"The last five minutes we
brought it," Weston Wood
said. "We've been doing it all
season. It just shows us that
we have the will to win."
The coaching staff was im-

pressed with the effort.
"We grew up a lot tonight,"
assistant coach R.J. Barsh
said. "We stepped up when
we needed to step up. Big
players made big plays and
we played to our abilities."
The weekend was like left
-overs. Therafe.leatly tasty
when they arelresh but spoil
if they are not refrigerated. I
guess the team just didn't ice
enough after the win because
they were upset by the second
worst team in the conference
on the following night.
Despite the loss of momentum, The Loggers still have a
shot at the NCAA tournament
if they win out and get some
help from other NWC foes.
Mike Jones, who? Mike Jones,
who? MIKE JONES!

and you got to want it!"
Spoken like a champion.
Men of UPS — you are going to be satisfied to know
that another one of those
"ideas that need to happen,
but likely will not" is actually coming true. Yes, gentlemen, get ready, because
Toronto's Women's Pillow
Fight League is making its
way into the United States.
I know, finally, a great idea
from Canada!
Dressed in short skirts,
clingy leggings, and tank
tops, the league's females
fighters are making U.S.
tour stops in New York City;
Austin, Texas; and Detroit,
Michigan. The thought of
women pummelling each
other with pillows is putting
butts in seats here in the
United States. New York
already has a sold out venue
and has added events to accommodate demand.
Write DJ Tony C in for ASUPS president and I'll show
you what a sold-out Fieldhouse looks like.
Finally, I present to you
a sport that only the finest
uppity UPS students may
have engaged in until now: a
friendly game of polo. But
out of Southeast Asia comes
a variation of the game that
everyone can enjoy — elephant polo!
Played with similar rules to
polo, there are four elephants
per side. Each elephant is ridden by the elephant's trainer,
SEE

OTB
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The Loggers won their 35th
straight game at home on Feb.
12 against the visiting Whitworth Pirates. Until Feb. 10's
loss to Whitman, the Loggers
seemed unstoppable in front
of a home crowd.
UPS fans this season have
been commended by Tacoma
natives who have been going
to games for years, by visiting coaches and players, by
News Tribune wnter Wendy
Carpenter and by Logger
players and coaches alike.
And yet as a fan I don't feel
welcome in our own gym.
The student section is constantly berated and scolded
by those mysterious power
figures sittipt behind the
scorer's table': If feels almost
as if we are at a middle school
basketball game and we have
to behave accordingly.
However, this is college
basketball and fans can make
an active difference during
the game simply by being
loud and enthusiastic.
"The energy and enthusiasm that comes from the student section helps us a lot,"
Head Coach Justin Lunt said.
SFF FANS PAGE 15
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-Sports you should know

I found was in 2005, where
the notorious Great Smoky
Mountains Cockfighting
Beaktacular was broken up
by Tennessee authorities and
SWAT team members. David Webb, gamecock owner,
reportedly lost more than
20 chickens valued at $150
each in the raid. "I've been
around this stuff all my life.
Everything I've ever known
is a chicken fight," he said.
Don't we all feel that way
sometimes?
Remember when ESPN
first aired the World Series of
Poker, it blew up across the
nation, and suddenly every
person of every age and walk
of life was addicted to Texas
Hold'Em like it was crack?
Well, I would not be surprised if ESPN decided to air
episodes of another World
Series event quickly gaining
popularity across campuses
nationwide: The World Series of Beer Pong!
The second annual WSBP
event was held this past January in Mesquite, Nev. After
1600 games and a new keg
switched in every 25 minutes,
Neil Guerriero and Tone Vassilatos, as their proud parents
know them, became legends
to beer pong fans everywhere
as the champions and winners
of the $20,000 grand prize.
For all you aspiring professional beer pongers out there,
Vassilatos lends the following advice: "Beer Pong is like
any sport. You've got to have
the heart and drive to win.
You got to love the game,

Rowdy fans
define home
court games
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Women's swim team takes
nth consecutive NWC title
By Nadine Leonard
nleonard@ups.edu

Sports Writer
At the end of the three day
NWC Conference Championships, the UPS women
claimed their 1 1 th consecutive
title,
the
while
men placed
third. The
Championship
was
held
at
Whitman in
Walla Walla,
Wash.
Amy Polansky
This year
was a close
call for the Logger women,
as they were closely dogged
by Whitworth. At the end
of the first day, the Whitman
women were m the lead with
212 points to the Loggers'
199.

However, the men started
out strong in second place
with 158 points, just 27
points behind Linfield:
It wasn't until junior Amy
Polansky won the 100 yard
breaststroke on the second
day that the Loggers pulled
into first. Polansky met the
NCAA B cut with her time
of 1:06.83. This breaststoke
win was a calculated tactic
by the Logger women.
"Chris Myhre had calculated it out so that if we won
certain events, namely the
breastroke events and one relay, getting second or swooping in and getting 12, 14 and
so on would have secured our
win," Polansky said.
Leesa Cotton believes the
reason the Loggers were victorious is their depth.
"We don't win very many
races but when you pack in
three or four girls in the top
SEE SWIMMING PAGE 14

